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ABSTRACT

(
i
The present study was an attempt to e tend the results of

researchiihich subject-generatedand expeiimentei-provided

S
verbal--And pictorial elaboration has been shown to facilitate

paired-associate learning, as well as invesitigations of the

differential facilitation due to reader differences Of elaboration

strategies on memory for text.

'Titth graders read a social studies textbook passage under

one of four experimental conditions (subject-generated or experi-
,,i

menter-provi ed, verbal or pictorial, elaboration) or control.

After data collection, SUbjects were divided into Above or below

average Ability readers (based on standardized reading compre-

hension tests). The prediction was that below average readers

would benefit most from the elabOrative strategies--especially

imposed pictures, Where reading demands are reduced--and that

above average readers might or might not benefit from the experi-

mental treatments.

For the E-Picture condition, a main point of each paragraph

was,illustrated by a line drawing. For the E-Verbal condition,

sentences were constructed thatcorresponded to each of the

xii
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illustrations. Each pasuage was presented with one paragraph

on the left side of a page along with either its' correspondfng

illustration verbal statement.to the right. In the two con-

ditions in which subjects Were to provide their own Vaboration

(S.-Picture and S-Verbal), either the word PICTURE or SENTENCE

asspeared on .the right side of the pAge. Fourteen short-answer

"Wh" questions were generated for passage: seven corresponding

to.elaborated text that is, corresprnding'to text that was

explicitly illustrated), seven corresponding to the remainder

of the text.

.
The words SENTENCE or PICTURE were cues to the subjects

respectively either to think of in their own wprds what the

yaragraph was about, or to get a picture in their mind corres-

ponding to what the paragraph was about. All subjects were told"

ihat they would be tested after reading the paragraph and that

the elaboraion woulid help them remeMber the story. Subjects

were tested individually.

Wised on scores obtained fie= standardized tests, subjects

were divided into two groups-,-above and below grlade level.

For responses to both sets of questions "(thos(pertaining

to text which was elaborated, and thosecpertaining to text which

was not,elabbrated), planned comparisons,were performed to deter-

mine facilitation due to treatments and differential effects

related to ability level.

Analysis of Elaborated Text Questions: For the maigpeffect

kir
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...,, . y1* .......,...

comparisons betwjen tre tments and control, there was only one

Oomparison which was signific6t--E-Pictures compared to,the
(

.

,4. 4-
'

Control.. Thii finding has beep igtentlitrported,by'researciil

not'oply where passages have been specially construoted for the
' A

.
,

_'task, but also When passages,were taken from textbdOks and chil- .

dren's stories.

addiiion .61) the interest in tpe effct due to treatmenes,

,it was also expected that there wokild be an interaction between

1.0

treatment and ability: The-low_ability group would benefit more

from provided illustrations than woula the high ability group.

This was not fOund to be the case. In fact, both groups benefited

from illustrations by about the same amount compared to the Control.

Analysis of Unelaborated Text Questions: Of the planned

comparisons for these questions, none were significant: There

waS no facilitation for textato which these questions referred.

1*.ossible reasons for failure to obtain facilitation for uqelabo--
,..,

rated text were suggested:, Such facilitation does not occur with ,

the particular strategies used in tlie present investigation,

and/or the difficulty of the passage prevente this finding from

being observed.

Directions for future 5124.5.earch wer9,01;sc9ssed in terms of

employing different types of passages, more disparate groups of

subjects, different forms clf elafoor'ation, and other individual

differences dimensions.

13
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Chapter

INTRODUCTION

Asw

-Memory for what,one reads is facilitated when the contents

of the material to be read are well organized. This organization

may. be inherent.in the text, it map be supplied by adjunct materials,

or the reader may supply the organilation himpelf. Successful

readers,are assumed to be capable of 'Spontaneously bringingpsuCh

lOrrganizational skills to bear on the text while less successful

readers can improve their memory by following the instructions

of a.teacher or an experimenter; they are presumably not skilled

in spontaneo generation of,approprialw organizational strategies

(Levin, a). 'Improving memOry may consist, therefore,

either providing materials which are organized in ways that em-

'phasize important ideas contained in the text,lor instructing

the reader to adopt some organizational strategy.

Just what are these organizational skills'and how can they

be applied to the typical reading situation? As far batk as 1932,

Bartlett spoke of "organizational schemas" which serve to aid memory.

Exactly what these schemes may be has.been the subject of a growing
1

body of literature. Various organizational techniques have-been

tried and many of them havebeen refined to a point where increasing

control over the relevant variables has been achieved. For example,

placreht of questions throughout the text which require the reader

1 4
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,t0 furnish answers contained in the te*t have been.found to

improve memory considerably (Rothkopf, 1970), while ins ruc-

tions to form images corresponding to sentences in 'ajpassage

illso greatly improve imozy ILevin*, -in presd)-.

The idea of improv\g memory (for unconnected materia1Z----s

1971) who Showed that elaborating the material to be

_A

through elaboration has be discussed itrerril by Rohwer

(e.g.,

learl;ed (py either modifying the materialf7training subject

to elaborate the materials, or,.both) resulted in improve memory.

Elaboration, therefore, includes the manipulation of the. properties

of learning materials that facilitate memory, and the tfaining

of Mental activities that make for efficient learning. In the

area of memory fdr text, these organizational techniques may be

classified into .three types, namely those that: (a) supply soMe

form of advance organization presented before the actual text

is read; (b) provide organizational strategies to be applied

,

during reading; or (c) manipulate the text itself, rendering

1nm/re comPrehensible and memorable. 1

-r1
The kesent discussion has been confined to only those

techniques Which affect storage of the material being learned;'
that is, ways in which the content of the text is presented to
the reader,%andlways in which the reader organizes the content
of the text in memory. An interest in retrieval aspects (i.e.,
experimenter-provided retrieval cues or strategies which the
reader may adopt to retrieve material which has already been
committed to memory) will not be considered in the present paper.

.15
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J
The first of these, advance organization (Ausubel, 1963),

provides the reader with some information about the main topic"

g
of-a passage before the passage is read. By providing this'infor-

k,

mation, it is assumed that the reader will be better able to

comprehend the meaning of the passage.- This belief is baseg

on the constructionist view (Barclay, 1973) that meaningful

material is proce'ssed in relation to information already in the
1

knowledge structure of the reader. When the reader encounters

passage, he has a concept or a theme on which to connect the

main deas of the passage. Techniques that provide this advance

organization include prefamiliarization dUes--proviiing a theme,

topic, or title for the passage (e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1971);

Ausubelian advande organizers--supplying higher level concepts

on which the passage is based '(e.g., Romberg & Wilson, 1973);

and analogy and metaphor--preseriting a concrete or familiar example

to which an abstract,or less familiar concept may be related

. (Davidson, in press).

The second type of elaboration technique includes organi-
'

zational strategies performed durint the reading of a passage.

The use,of such techniques is intended to improve memory by

controlling the processing activitieg of the reader (Rothkopf,

1970). These organizational stra6gies include: responding to

questions pertaining to the Contents of the...text (e.g., Rothkopf

& Bisbicos, 1967); drawing pictures or writing, verbal summaries

corresponding to tke text (e.g., Snowman & Cunningham, 1975);

13
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looking at pictures that hscribe thecontents of thetext

Rohwer Matz, 1975); and utilizing covert imagery and/or,verbal

strategies cOrresponding to the content'of the

& Kulhavy,, 197

the constructi
Th

compehend
J.

adjunct ac ivities.

The tb

pe 'Use of these strategies

text.(e.g., Anderson
V.

IS also based on

ist mOdel in that they require the reader to

ng of the passage in relation to the,associateV

-f,

ybe of elaboration teahnique consists, of manipu-

lation of the text material itself. Such manipulations vonsist

of modifying the comprehensibility of the material [for example,

)
by making it more or,lessconcrete Andrasik, Liebert,.

& Koler, 1974), or altering the syntactical structure [Rohwer,

1966) ].

Elaboration through the,manipulatiOlkof materials, and the

training of learners has been referred to respectively as "imposed".

and "induced" strategies,by Levin (1972b). Imposed strategies

include manipulation of

by the experimenter and

addition to the passage.
WS+

in contrast, prior to learning, by instructions supplied by the

theproperties of the learning malprialif

may require gpme adjunct material in

A strategy is induce4 in learners,

experimenter. With an induced strategy, the learner is dot pro-

vided with different representati CCIf particular items (as with

an imposed strategy) but rather with instrudtions to generate his

own verbal pr pictorial elaboration which improves learning.

The important distinction to keep in mind here is the distinction

1 7
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between subject-generated as opposed to experimenter-provided
,f1 .14

)P-
learning strategies (Levin,

(,!strategies in prbse-learnin contexts,include th manipulation4

ititit)

72b)g* fxamplps of imposed learning

of ooncieteness/abstractness c)f tl* printed
-

adjunct pictures corresponding to t
0

learning strategies, nclude instruct ng th

text.

images or:verbal summaries while reiding

text and supplying

Examples of induced.

-

reader to generate

texi matfial. The

present inveStigation will be-doncerned with-both imposed strate4ies

(adjunct pictures and verbal qtatements),and in uced strategies

(instructions to image or verbal stateme t ).

Not all elaboration stratiies fit nidely int these dichoto-'
1'4,,

mous groupings, -however. For instance, sUbject-generated drawings 7.,.

'corresponding to a

responses Whi
7

same time, the

imposes on th

text.' While

*
ssage are induc ,in that the reader generates

cilitate retentio of t4e text, while.at the

duct qf the subject's response7-thp picture--

reader a concrete pictorial representat. ion of the ,

not experimenter-provided, the pictorial representation

is a diffe ent external representation.of the'passage.

It may, in fact, be profitable to hypothesize that different

elaboratign techniquesfdll somewhere'along a continuum as in
*

Figure i. At young ages or low levels of abllitle, it might be

expeç4t t gre ter amounts of imposed elaboration Are necessary

to improlie learnl.n4 performance. As age or ability increases,
'

however, the amount of imposed elaboration needed decreases.

This shift in strategies continues to a point where subjects are

18
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able to benefit even,

ior instance, in a p
',:- #

corresonding to the

imposed elaboration,

induced elaboration,

from pure induced elaboration (Gtittmann, 1976)4,

4
rose context experimenter-provfhed pictures

text contents would be an examOle of a maximall

instructions to imagetwould be a maximally

and instructions to draw would-fall some-,

where in between these two extrepes.

1FIGURE 1

AMOUNT OF IMPOEp ELABORATION. NECESSARY TO IMPROVE
:.LEARNING PERFORMANCE AS AGE OR filILITY INCREASES

('

High

Amount of
Imposed
Elaboration
Requir
toIuove
PerfoiMance

A +

'

-PerformancefFacilitation Threshold

Baseline'PerfOrmance

Age or Ability

High

It should be noted here that Rohwer's 11973) discussion of

with reference to elaboration in pairedmesociate leaining

and the model underlying the continuum depicted'in Figure 1, are

a

6
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. 11.

both based4 the aSsumption that the amount of imposed elabora-

tion (prompt in Rohwer's terminology)'necessary to achi4ve

,facilitation decreased i age or ability. Of course, it must

pointed oiIt that the 'Citincept,of elabo4tion as used by the

*

present author d ffers considerably from the way it iiused by

Rohwer. Specifitally, in the present investigation, elaboration

Irefers to strategies whioh are either used or enerated by the.

f ./ ..i

'reader hen,reading a ssage. Rohwer; however, views elaboration

4

as a procekti____ he organTsm Which is actillated by external

"prompts." Accordi g to thistretne view, the ocess per se

does not change as a function o'f age or ability. Rather, the

probability of acttvating it (as1La result of the explicitness

of the prompts provided) is what changes.

Prompts, which are intended to activate elaboration, vary

A tthromgh a'series of five stages,from maxiMally explicit prompts

in which the subject witnesses interaction between the astual

referents of the items, to

subject is required to reile

possible so as to preclude

is presented in Figure 2.

antagonistic prompts in which the

at the noun pairs as many times as

facilitative elaboration. This model

As seen in the illustration, prompts

consist of: (a) maximally explicit prompts--defined above;

(b) augmented explicit prompts--items are prepented in the context

of a sentence or illustratio, provided by the experimenter;

(c4 explicit prompts--the subject is directed to create for the

two items a "referential event" such gs a sentence orillg.cture

s)s

2 0
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which presents ;theitems in an interaction; (d) minimally explicli

prompts--the subject is told merely to learn the 'material fOr

subsequent retest; and (e) antagonistic prompts--defined above.

.
_Ir\

FIGURE ,2

ROHNER'S (1973) CONCEPTION OF PROMPTS AS
ELABORATIVE,STRATEGISS IN PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING

egree of prompt

s

maximally
explicit
(S Aserves
iaeraction)

1

8

V
augmented explicit' Miniballyr "-aniZAloniitic

explicit (S generates explicit (rottirepetition,'

(E provides .sentence,or '(control) of each noun
senience-Or
picture)

- picture) pair)

The distinctionibetween manipulation of materials and training
-.

of prose learners has,also been discusse at length by Frase (1972)%
and by Rothkopf (1970). The major content n by Rothkopf is that

what is learned by the reader depends largelY on the realpr's

activities, not the manipulation of materials. These activities

are referred to as "mathemagenics"--the ,student's activities that

are relevant to the-achievement of specif410 instructional

objectives.

ir\s>

A substantial body of research has been conducted in the

area of pictures asadjunct aids, and instructioes to form ithages-

,

corresponding to what is being read. A SeParate body of'research

has been concerned with investigations into the facilitative effects

,4

of Verbal strategies (these studies will be summarized in the next

chapter). However, there have been few attempts to compare the ef-

fects of verbal and pictorial'strategies in prose-learning situations.

21



though both types of techniques have been shown to be Vacilita-

, they may be lifferentially so for diffe ent types of'materials

(Franks & Bransford, 1974) or different learner types (Levin, 1973).

Lesgold, Curtis, DeGood, Golinkoff, McCormick, and Shimron 0.975)

ve sTested that both verbal and pictorial strategres are

probably equally facilitative, and-thpat what is important in .5.

comprehension is the degree'of.elaboration applied by the reader

9'

to the text material.t St seems worthrhike, hOwever, to compare

,
.

verbal and pictoxital strategies in a sylematic investigation
9 \ a

1

...to determine their relative facilitation.

The present_etudy is concerned with determining the effective-

ness of certain elaboration strategies when compared to simple

instruCtions tO remeMbeCtext material. Fifth graders were

instructed to read a passager and according to experimental con-

dition, either to read the-passage and generate images or verbal :

summaries relating to the passage conte ; or to read the passage

while attending to adjunct pictorial o verbitielaboration oc

the passage. Based on the models underlying Figdres 1 and 2,

it,was expected.that readers of low ability would benefit more

from the elaboration strategies than would the high ability

reAders. Furthermore, low ability readers wo d benefit more

from the imposed adjunct illustrations and 4bal summaries than

\

they would from the induced strategies in which they were required

to generate their own images or verbal summaries.- This prediction

is also based on the models underlying Figures 1 and 2 which

22
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assume that more imposed elaboration (Figure 1) or more explicit

prompts (Figure 2) are necessary to facilitate performance for

readers of low ability.
i

Not all of the information contained in the:text=was presented

in the illustrations/verbal summaries. The prefieiit study was
;de Nt ,

designed to take advantageri of this: The'postte questions were .

,...1/4 i

I

-
.

4

constructed so that httlf of them weie basedhon information that.
,

was also piesented in tile illUstrations/verbal Mummifies; and

half were based on information that *eared onlyrin the text.

In this way, it was possible to deterMine If adjunct matiri

would facilitate it only memoryefor information highlighted

the adjunct materials, but also related information which appeared

A .

only in the text. The studies that have been conducted to test

this hypothesis will be discussed later in this paper.

411

2 3
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Chapter II

ItEVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A model of text oomprehension emerges in which comprehension

is improved by elaboration-of the passage. As stated previously,

this e ration,may. be imposed on the rdader by prOviding some

adjunct aids which make the text more comprehensible, or induced

in the reader by instructions to adopt some facilitative strategy.

Furthermore, these elaborative strategies may be either pictorial

or verbal. Pictorial elaboration consists of providing adjunct

4Fictures which'relate to.the text (imposed), asking the subject

to draw illus&ations of what he is reading (this strategy falls

somewhere a ong the continuum between induced and imposed) or

instruOting he readerato generate images corresponding to the

text (induced). Verbal elaboration consists of providing verbel

summary statements Corresponding to sections of the text (imposed),

requesting the reader to respond to specific questions Pertaining'

to the text (also somewhere along the continuum between induced

and imposed), or instructing the subject covertly to summarize
,

or paraph;ese each paragraph (in4pced). If the subject is instructed

overtly to summarize or paraphrase the text, then the elaboration

v again falls-along the continuum between induced and imposed because

the ptoduct of the elaboration is available to the sublect (similar

to when the subject generates his own. illustrations).

2 4
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Keeping inoma d that-there has thus fir been little,ovono

prose-learning r9rch conducted with purily induced verbal

elaboratIon, one can visualize an idealized 2 by 2 matrix of

elaborative strategie4 aff in Figure 3 (see Levin, 1972b, who

w 'developed the matrix Lorfcataloging paired-associate learning

A
-phenomena): The situation is,not dichotolonous as the figure(

spggests; it must be remembered that some elaboration falls

somewhere.between induced and iMposed (for both pictorial and

verbal alike). Beforp proceeding to a consicleration of: (a) the

prose research that corresponds ta each of the four cells; and

(b) comparisons between the relative facilitative effects associa-

ted with each cell, the paired-associate 1,ea ing research which

has been the basis for much of the readingxesearch to.be reported

in this paper will be reviewed.

Pictorial

wi
o Verbal

FIGURE 3,,

MATRIX OF ELABORATIVE STRATEGIES
(From Levin, 1972b)

Type of Strategy

Induced IMposed

2 5
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The paired-Associate learning task is a research paradigm

which has been used extensively to investigate basic learning

processes.. It is derived from the assumption that learning

conaists,of a pairing betWten two initially unrelated entities

(for examplewhen a child first*makes the connection between
2

an object and its corresponding verbal symbol). We may further,

assume that more-cdthplex learning is-based on the seine process--

constructing a relationship between two previously unrelated

entities. If this is in fact the way learning occurs, then the

'paired-associate learning task provides an opportunity_to observe

and manipulate the rocess

The extensive leseak

uncovered a set of cons

in a controlled laboratory environment.

into paired-associate learning has

ly demonstrated variables that deter-

mine the degree of succe 9Orlearning.when,the material to be

learned consists of isolated pairs of unrelated items. A logical

next step id to extend these findings to lonclude investigations

of the same variables when the material to be learned is meaning-

fully connected, such as text.. AS will be

sometimes greater than anticipated.because

of dimensions that must be considered when

with meaningful text.

seen, the leap is

of the increased number

the researcher deals

I.

4

Because of previously demonstrated corrtspondence between'

findings in the areas.of paired-associate learning and memory

for text, the relevant literature in both areas will be Presented,'

Beginning with the former, It will be seen that this bodY of

2 6
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paired-associate learning research investigates the elaborative

techniques of interest to the present investigation.

Elaboration and Paired-Associate Learning

c

Imposed Verbal and Pictorial Eleoration

Typically, elaboration techniques in paired-associate reseitrch

involve providin ome form of interaction between the paired items:

Pictorially, this interaction involves some meaningful oombinationo

of the two items (ior example, given the paired nouns, FOOILSUN,

the subject might be presented with a picture of the foot stepping

on the sun). Verbally this interaction consists of a sentence

or phrase which describesthe interaction between items (e.g.,

"The foot steps on the sun."). Uplike the prose learning research,

the stimuli can be pictorial as well as verbil. That is, in some

investigations the subject is presented only pictures without

any verbal labels. In ad tiOn, many of,these investigations

have been developmental, focusing on children from kindergarten

through sixth grade.
A

c' For

\
ample, a series of studies has been conducted to compare

, the relative.effecti eness of imposed visual, verbal and combined

lvisual.and verbal'el oration in paired-associate learning.

Rohwer, Lynch, Sutuki, and Levin (1967) presented picture pairs

to children in first, third and sixth grades to determine the effects

of verbal and visual elaboration. Pictures presented eithØp

by side, combined in some interaction, or iivolved in animated

27,
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action.were verbally elaborated using either conjunctions (control),

prepositions, or verbs (which corresponded to the visually depicted

action). The authors found that facilitation occurred with either

sentence descriptions or pictorial presentations of relationships

between the two objects. There was no increased facilitation

when both modes were elaborated compared to facilitation with

either mode alone.

These findings were extended by Rohwer, Lynch, Levin, and

Suzuki (1968) to a comparison between children from schools with

high standardized test scores and children from schools with low

standardized test scores. Exper ntal conditions included side

by side versus action involvement of picture pairs, and verbal

accompaniment of the pictures',vebal labels either beparately,

'or combined in phrase's or sentences. No differencrin relative

moo

47-4ktflitation was found between high and low school strata Children,

and the results supported the findings of.Rohwer et al. (1967):

namely, that action was better than stkil presentation, and sentence

elaboration was better than naming.

A study was conducted by Davidson and Adams (1970). in which

second graders' paired-associate recognition was measured for

picture pairs which were verbally or pictorially elaborated.

Plae paired pictures were either side by side or joined in an

interaction (visual elaboration). Verbal elaboration consistea

of either prepositional ("the rope around the jar") or conjunctive

phrases ("the rope and the'jar").. Visual and verbal modes were



crossed with interiCtion and no interaction to form four experi-
.

mental conditions. ,Analysis of the data revealed that average

performance in the three mediated conditions was better than in

the nonmediated.conditiOn. Furthermore, prepositional joining

of side, by side picturea facilitated learning more than joined

pictures. without accompanying prepositional phrase. Similar

investigations (e.g., Reese, 1965; and kilgram, 1967) have dis-

covered comParable results. One of these studies bypalgram will .

be reviewed below and a discussion'of the hypothesized superiority

iof verbal over pictorial elaboration will be presented.

,Nalgram (1967). tested a hypothesis proposed by Bruher (1964),

namely that with increasing age Children shift from a predominantly

iconic mode of representation to a.symbolic one. This transition

is supposed,to occur at About age six after whiCh there exists an

increasing importance of verbal over pictorial modes of processing.

TO. test this, children,agld 4, 7, and 9 were presented with.pairs

of picture6 which' were-either side by side,(conirta) or ciabined

. in an interaction. SUbjects presented with conibined pictures

,
were instructed either to trace around.the outline of 'the pair

(visual) or to repeat sentences corresponding to-the depicted

interaction (verbal). Control subjects were instructed to trace

imaginary circles around each item (side by side). Tracing in

,the control and visual conditions was to guarantee that subjects

were attending to the stimuli.

MiIgram found that for seven and nine Year olds, both

16



experimental conditiOns were better than the control. While for.
N.,

the fodr year olds, the verbal condition was better than the

:17

control, whereas the visual condition was not. The data suggested

to the author that the verbal mode is facilitative across the age

span in question, while visual facilitation develops over this

period. These results which are contrary to predictions based

-On Bruner's hypothesis are Consistent with Bower's (1969) suggestion

that pictures have an implicit grammar similar to the laws of

Gestalt perception. Young children do not benefit from visual

interactions because they must deduce the implicit connective

which joins them, which is not the case when they are given a

sentence which explicitly 4,ates the connective (i.e., a verb).
2

2
Elkind (1969) has discussed a series of studies which

demonstrate.that there is a developmental progression from figura-
tive to thematic perception: young children merely enumerate
the individual elements of an interactive scene, dhildren of six
years begin to describe the interactions; and by eleven they
accurately unite the elements into a complete theme. However,
Horowitz, Lampel, and Takanishi (1969) contend that the stage
of transition to thematic perception occurs aeabout four years
of age; While Jones (1973) o fers evidence that this occurs at
about age two. Whether this discrepancy is a function of par-
ticular subject characteristics or task demands,, or even of
generational differences remains tO be settled. .Reese (1974)
offers data suggesting that such findings may be a function of
a "Sesame Street" effect.. Based on the reanalysis of data collected
before and after the appearance on television of.that program-
(November,1969), he found that very yoUng children benefited
more from elaboration (of pictorial materials presented in a
paired-associate task) after November 1969 than before. This
improved performancemay reflect a one to two-year acceleration
in cognitive ability.

30
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The hylkothesis that two modes of presentation should yield

better performance than a single mode has also been tested by ,

Odom and Nesbitt (1974). Children in'kindergarten and fifth

grade were Presented s4mulus pairs in one of two modes (verbal

or pictorial) which /ere presented either in interaction or not.'

The experimental conditions were suph that the children experienced

either verbal and pictorial ipterattion combined, pictorial or

-

verbal interaction singly; or neither pictorial or verbal inter-

action. When no interaction wee presented, the objects were

pictorially presented sideEcbyeide, and the verbal labels were

presented in separate sentehces appearing side by side. In all

conditions, both verbal and pictorial stimuli were simultaneously,

presented.

The results indicated that there was no interaction between

age and mode of elaboration; both age groups benefited similarly

from the two modes of elaboration compared to the control..

However, as predicted, the condltion in which subjects were

-presented both visual and verbal elaboration, performance was

'11T better than when only one mode of elaboration was presented -

(visual or verbal). The authors interpreted these results as

supporting the dual-coding model proposed by Paivio (1971) and

othets. That is, stimuli which are processed throtgh two modes

will lead to better retention than when processed in only one mode.

There is no obvious reason why Odom and Nesbitt found two-mode

facilitation to be better than one-mode, while previous research

31
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by Rohwer and associates, andDavidson, and Adams found comparable -
4

facilitation between'two modes and one miode. The Davidson and

Adams study measured recognition and obtained results similar

to those ofyhwer who measured recall, just as did Odom and
#

Nesbitt: There appears to be no ceiling effect in the Davidson

and Adams or in the Rohwer investigations. The only obvious

difference between these studies exists in the materials--Odom

and Nesbitt presented their non-relational words in separate

sentences (e.g., The foat was large The sun wa4Zight) while

Davidson and Adams, and.Rohwer et al. presented.these words joined"

by a conjunction ih one phrase (e.g., the rope and the jar).

Why these different stimuli should lead to different results is

not clear. Possibly, the separate sentences may draw the sub-

ject's attention more to the separate objects, thereby depressing ,

the interaction effect. It would be informative to compare both

stimuli in one experiment.

The investigations presented in this section offer an incon-
.

sistent picture of the relative effectiveness of pictorial and

verbal imposed elaboration techniques. The evidence strongly

suggests that there i'S a developmental shift toward the ability

to "read" pictoriai elaboration, but the age at which this occurs

is not clear %nd may be a function of the task characteristics.

The rev i ew does demonstrate that either-pictorial or verbel

elaboration-is facilitative in children's paired-associate learning,

and that elaboration in either mode (verbal or pictorial) is
5
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generally sufficient (with the eNC.k)tion of the findings of Odom_

and Nesbitt) to reach the threshold of improved performance.

Any further elaboration (i.e'e, in both modes) does not have an

increased effect.

Induced Verbal and Pictorial Elaboration

The,paired-associate studies thus far discussed have imposed

upon the learner the elaboration which facilitated lesrning.

This facilitation consists of presenting either the stimulus

pictures in some combined interaction and/or a sentence along

with the picture which describes an interaction between.the

depicted objects. The studies which follow induce the learner

to create his own elaboration for the stimulus pair. That is,

the subject is typically instructed to construct a "picture in

.
his head" or a sentence which combines the stimxiii in some meaning-

ful interaction. After these studies a* discussed, &study will .

be presented which compares the effects of both induced and

imposed elaboration.

One such study by Levin, Davidson, Wolff, and Citron (1973)

compared the effects of induced imagery and sentence elaboration

elon the recognition and recall of picture and word paired associat
L

.

S ond and fifth graders were instructed to make up a picture

and/or a sentence in their heads of the two paired items doing

something together. Compared to a, control group left to their

own devices,,all three experimental conditions performed significantly

better, with no differences.among experimental conditions.



.4,

For all conditions and both grades, pictuts *ere reirelbered

better than words. This finding was tempered for the second

/

graders by an interactio/p; the sentence strategy was descrip-
-.

tively the poorest condition for worde but the best strategy

"It
for pictures. Post hoc analysi confirmed this eversal of

the sentence strategy relttiv to the other two strat gies.

This interaction was no4resent. at the fifth-grade le el.

,T
This finding is &Insistent with the findings of previ4is research

with pictures as Itimuliltbich has demonatrated that the ability

to benefit from veiba1 \(sentence) elaboration develops before

the ability to beetit frn pictorial elaboration. Why this

same developmental trendfdoes not appear 'when the stimuli are

words has not yet en aEsweked. As in the Davidson and Adams

A

(1970) and the Wrigr et alp. (1968) imposed(Olaboration studies,

e combination of both. ifttoilal and verbal elaboration did not

ield performance superi rt_that obtained from single-mode

elaboration; agtin

threshold amoilOt-

supporting the hypothesis that a certain

laboration is sufficient.to facilitate

performance aftee wh ch increased amounts have no effect.

Levin (1972b) reports data collected on sixth graders who

were.presented with one of three types of stimuli in a paired-

associate learning task: words, pictorial representation of the

words, and sentences which contained the words, under imagery or

regular instructions. This procedure consists of a combination

of imposed verbal elaboration (sentences) with induced pictorlal

3 1
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elaboration (instructions to image). Of"paAicular intttodt

to the present investigation is the finding that imagery instruc-

tions with sentences increased performance over sentences alone.

Similarly, Levin, Ghatala, Guttmann, Subkoviak, McCabe, and Bender
4

(in press) foun#1that children's learning of iriformation'in

discrete sentences was facilitated by imagery instructions.

Finally in this review of elaboration in paired-associate

learning, a study which most closely parallels the, present study,

was conducted by Kerst and Levin (1973) in which comparisons

were made.between Verbal and pictorial imposed and induced strate-
.

-gies on pairedTassociate learning of.pictures by foprth and fifth

graders. Each experimental condition was significantly different

from control, though not from one another. The'authors did notice,

however, that the variance of the two induced strategies (pictorial

and verbal) was considerably 7reater than the two imposed strategies.
-

This was interpreted intents of greater individual differences

in subjects' ability to generate their own elaboration than to use

an experimenter-prtbvided one. The purpose of the present prose-

learning study closely corresponds to that of Kerst and Levin

(1973). In addition, ability differences which were suggested

by the Kerst and Levin data were considered; and in particular,

in interaction with the various elaboration conditions. Following

a discussion of ability differences in paired-associate learning,

a review of research on elaboration in reading will be presented.

At that point, ability differences in reaang tasks will be considered.

35
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Ability Differences in Paired-Associate Learning

A substantial'body of paired-associate:learning research has

been concerned with the differential facilitation of elaboration

for subjects of high and low ability. Recall that Rohwer et al.

(1967) found no differences in ability to benefit from imposed

verbal and pictorial elaboration for children with either high

or low standard achievement test scores. In a, study by Cooper

(1968), fourth grade children were separated into good and poor

readers based on a standard reading achievement test, and instructed
4

to make up interaction sentences for picture pairs, or simply

learn which pictures went together. There was no difference in

trials to criterion between good and poor readers in the mediation--

condition (1.62 vs. 1.12 respectively), while there was.a signifi-

cant difference in the non-mediation condition (6.75 va. 11.62).

Furtherpore, when asked whether or not they used mediation, good

readers in the non-mediation cOndition reported significantly more

spontaneourediation than the poor readers.

Similar research (Davidson, 1964; Rohwer, Ammon, Suzuki,

& tevin, 1971; Rohwer & Bean, 1973; Semler & Iscoe, 1963; Stevenson,

Friedericks, & Simpson, 1970) has arrived at the same conclusion:

Both high and low ability groups benefit from elaboration; elabora-

tion brings the low Ability group up to at least the level of

performance of the high ability group when left to their own

device (see the discussion of ordinal aptitude-by-treatment

interaction by Levin, in press). 0



Rohwer (1970) states that children whO perform well on paired-

associate learning tasks engage in a transformation of the stimuli.
,P

v:

Furthermore, proficient learners wil generate some form of elabo-

rative conceptual activity to achie mastery no matter what the

task may be. High ability (reading achievement, IQ, etc.) children

have learned to elaborate materials to-be-learned while low ability

childt'en have not. When provided with a suitable strategy, low

ability children begin to demonstrate performance simIlar to high

ability children. This finding will also be discussed laCer on

in this review when high and,low ability children are oomRared

on reading performance.

The paired-aisociate learning research presented here has

investigated the effect of facilitating memory for picture and

word pairs using verbal and pictorial modes of induced and imposed

elaboration. The results indicate that all strategies are signifi-

cantly facilitative for the child. HoWever, verbal elaboration

seems to occur before pictoiial elaboration. Elaboration in one

mode, verbal ox pictorial, is sufficient to facilitate memory;

two modes do not noticeably enhance performance above this level.

Because older and high ability children appear spontaneously to

engage in elaboration of to-be-learned materials, while younger

or low ability children do not, under elaboration conditions the

latter children have often been found to benefit the most from

1

elaboraiion 1chniqes being up to at least the level of performance

of the fo children_ left to their own devices.
't

3 7
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Flaboration and Text Comprehension

4ust as elaboration has been used in paired-associate learning

research; similar technues have been extended to investigations

of comprehension and memory for textual material. Both verbal and

pictorial modes have been extensively manipulated in prose learning

research. However, up until quite recently, only pictorial "la-
.

boy.tion techniques have been extended from paired-associate

Tkparadigas. Only a few reading studies have investigated*verbal

strategies which are comparable to strategies used in paired-

associate learning. A substantial body oeverbal elaboration.

research has grown out of the use of questions placed throughout

the text. This review will first consider fhe pictorial strategies

and then the verbal strategies.
.00

Basically, three methods of pictorial elaboration have been

employed: (1) subjediSlgenerated imagery, (2) subject-generated

illustrations, nd (3) experimenter-provided illustrations.

These three methods represent the extreme cases of induced and

imposed elaboration (1 and 3 respectively), as well as astrategy

which falls somehwere along the continuum between these extremes (2).

SubjeCt-Generated Imagery

Ins tions to image have repeatedly been,shown to. be a

facilitative learning strategy for processing textual materials..

Typically, the subject is instructed to read or listen to paA of

a passage and then pause and form an image corresponding to what

38
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he has read or heard. The unit of text for which the. subject

is instructed to image varies from the sentence (e.g., Levin,

1973; Levin, Divine-Hawkins, Keret, & Guttmann, 1974)' to the

paragraph (e.g., Lesgold, Curtis, et al., 1975; Pressley, in

press).
3

Basically, the subject is instructed to make up "mental

pictures" correspondi 7( g to what is going on in the text. That

imagery may be a good.c0mprehension strategy was dUggested by

Anderson and Kulhavy (1972), and by and Hidde (1971).

After obtaining nonsignificant results between two groups of

adult subjects, one instructed to image to a passage and the other

not given imagery instructions, Anderson and'Kulhavy (1972)

questioned the subjects and found that half of the control subjects

reported spontaneously imaging to the contents of the text as part'

of their normal comprehension strategy, while half of the experi-

mental group did not image even though amstructed to do so.

A post hoc reanalysis of the data comparing ttkse subjects who

reported imaging with those who reported not imaging yllielded

results demonstrating the effectiveness of imagery as a compre-

hension strategy. Although the results are based on a post hoc

analysis, the data suggest that some conscious mental processing
1,"400.10416

3
The.importance of the size of this unit has been considered

by Guttmann (1976). He'suggests that by segmenting a passage
into units which are,to be organized by a unifying image, the -

reader is cued to what contents he should be combining in memory.
As the size of this unit increases to paragraph length, it is
necessary for the reader to combine more information in memory,
whereas when the unit is the sentence, less information must
be combined.

3 9
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activity is being employed by readers with suPerior comprehension.

The results also suggest that mature readers have established

reading behaviors which are not easily modifiable by experimental

instructions.

In a studythat sought to avoid the established reading habits

of adults, Kulhavy and Swenson (1974) tested the effect of imagery

on.text learning with fifth- and sixth-grade subjects. They reasoned

that imagery instructions should increase'semantic processing,

and since the meaning of text is recalled better over time than

its rOte form, memory for meaning (as reflected by answers to

.paraphrase questions) should become more pronounced over timer

when learning is accompanied by imagery. The results of thedlitudy

supported this interpretation: Imagery instructions increased

memory of the passage, especially its meaning over time.

A series of experiments will be discussed here because they
f"

are the only ones of their kind in the literature thus far.

They are relevant to this section and also to following sections

on experimenter-provided and subject-generated illustrations.

However, they should be viewed with great caution because Of the

lack of reporting of relevant information, aPparent inapprol?riate

control of extraneous variables, and the possible inaccurate

analysis of data.

The first of these studies by Gibbons and Boutwell (1972),

was an attempt to go beyond the imagery research which used passages

specially constructed for the situation (resembling paired-associate

4 0
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verbal elaboration) to passages typical of what might be contained

in textbooks. The 2500-word passage was taken from a history

textbook. The authors did not specify the age of the, subjects,

but it is assumed that they were college age. Compared to a

control group instructed to read only, there was no facilitation

due to instructions to image.
4,

A subsequent study by Rasco, Tennyson, and Boutwell (1975),

also with college age subjects, found a small nOnsignificant

effect due to imagery instructions (although the authors reported

it to be significant). The s9e/6tudy'with highschool seniors

yielded no differences between the imagery condition and control.

Apparently, the differences'found with speciaay constructed

passages (containing a story line) maydnot,exist when the passage

is of the textbook variety. Or, tiie lack of.effect might be due

to inability of mature readers to comply with *nstructions as

le

was suggested by Anderson and Kulhavy (1972). What should have

been done here was to use younger,subjects h the sane instruc-

ttOns. Rasco, Tennyson, and ggutwell did oonduct a-study with

fourth and fifth graders, butithey substituted instructions to

draw for instructions
0

to image.

Abstract Versus Concrete Materials
r

Because Imagery is assumed to produce mental pictorial

representations dif)whatis to be learned, it might be assumed

that stimuli which afe very concrete are also morelmagible.

41
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In fact, according to the results of'research bY Paivio and his

associates (e.g., Begg & Paivio, 1969), comprehension'of concrete

text materials (i.e., those including descriptions of concrete

referents and events) should benefit most from imagery instruc-
0

tions. To test this, Andrasik et al. (1974) first segmented a

passage into phrase units which were psychologically meaningful;

then they obtained subjective ease-of-imagery ratings; and, finally,

they-presented the passa4e to adult subjects who were tested either

in an immediate or a delayed condition. High imagery phrases

/)
were foundto be best remembered in immediate'testing and over

*time. There.was a.slight nonsignificant superiority of recognition
-A

for high imagery plarases. These findings led the authors to conclude

that high imagery phrases were being coded as nonverbal spatial

units while abstract phrases were coded in memory as verbal sequential

strings or much less distinctive images. However, recalL that

Johnson, Btansford, Nyberg, and Cleary (1972) have fO.und that

abstract sentences are more difficult to comprehend initially;

this may be the reason for Andrasik et al. obtaining'the results

that they did. Thus, the superior recall of concrete sentences

may not be due to their improved imagibility, as PaiN;io (1970)

suggests, but instead a result of the difficulty with which abstract

sentences are initially comprehended. Further on in this review,

other hypothesized reasons for why imagery is thought to' improve

comprehension will be discussed.

In two experiments reported by Lesgold, Curtis, et al. (1975),

4 2



adult subjects were instructed either to image or not while reading

concrete or abstract passages during a specified time limit The

only difference between conditions was that the imagery group

did better on the first half of the passage but worse on the

second half relative to the control group; suggesting that imaging
Vir

while reading was effective but took longer than reading alone.

Subjects who imaged might not have been able to finish the passage,

thus depressing their overall response scores. Subjects in a

second experiment were allowed to read at their own pace and also

to draw pictures corresponding to the passages. According to the

distinction described earlier, the'elaboration strategies were

shifted from induced in Experiment 1 to imposed/induced in Experi-

ment 2 (imposed because the subject was able to look at the product

of his.elaboration, i:e., the actual illustration). 'However,

the authors expressed little concern for this shift. AB expected,

the experimental group did significantly better than the control

for both concrete and abstract passages, indicating to the authors

that visual elaboration is just as effective in improving oompre-

hension for both types of passages. (In addition to this, they

speculated that pictorial strategies may be better for concrete

passages while verbal strategies may be better for abstract passages,

a position also expressed by Paivio, 1971.) Unfortunately, since

both the time allowed to read, as well as,instructions to draw

rather than to image, were modified between Experiments 1 and 2,

it is not possible to determine which factor was accountable for

the obtained results.
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Imagery and Children's Prose Learning

Children as well as adults Ire been Anstructed to form images

oorresponding to what they read. While adults benefit from imagery--

an induced pictorial elaborationwith young children (five to seven

year olds) it is necessary to move more toward imposed elaboration

strategies; these subjects are unable to benefit frOm strategies

which are purely'imposed on them by the experimenter. Research

ooncerned with paired-associate learning in young children (e.g.,

see Levin, in press) has found it may be necessary to in-Valve

the child in active manipulation of the stimuli or at least to

instruct the child to prepare for such manipulation. Research

has also shown (Guttmann, 1976) and Lesgold, Levin, Shimron, and

Guttmann (1976) have suggested that there is approximately a two-

year lag between children's ability to benefit from imaginal

elaboration in paired-associate learning and in prose; the former

occurring at about/six years of age and the second at about eight

years. The authors suggest that the difference may be due to the

added task of keeping track of the conteA in proAwhile this

is not necessary in paired-associate learning in which inter-pair

relationships are arbitrary and unimportant.

Guttmann (1976) investigated the developmental progression

of young children's-ability to benefit from imagery instructions.

Subjects in kindergarten, second and third grades listened to,a

passage and were assigned to one of four conditions. TWo of these

conditions, control and instructions, are of interest to the present

4
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discussion. The other two conditions will be discussed in detail

in a later section. Based on the results of short-answer testing,

only third graders were able to benefit from imagery instructions

offiroared to control; kindergarten and first grade sub3ects did

not benefit from instructions to image.

Another investiation into young children's ability to benefit

from imagery instructions was conducted by Shimron (1974) who orally

presented stories to first and fourth graders under one of four

conditions, two of which were imagery instructions and control

(again, the other two conditions are not of interest to the present

Spussion but will be presented later). There were no significant
.

,differences.between conditions for free-recall and recognition

testing. In a subsequent,experiment, responses to short-answer

testing yielded significant imagery-over-control results for fourth

gradersc, but not for first graders.

Whereas the just-mentioned studies have tended to be positive

regarding the effect of imagery instructions on children's listqping

comprehension for third and fourth graders with short-answer tests,,

they are less so in studies of children's reading comprehension

(see Levin & Divine-Hawkins, 1974). In another experiment reported

by Lesgold, Curtisilet al. (1975), for example, third and fourth

graders were given the imagery-drawing instructions that had been

used with adults, but the results were nonsignificant. The authors

suggested that what is required ior imaging and reading a passage

may be too much for young subjects to do. Facilitative pictorial

4 5
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and imagery effects occur with fourth graders when, passages'are

presented one sentence at a time and testing consists of multiple-

choice questions, but not with wholl passage presentation and

paraphrase recall--procedures which) are effective with adults

(Rohwer, 1970). Lesgold, Curtis et al. (1975) speculated that a

training procedure might enable third and fourth graders to benefit

from imagery instructions.

Imagery Training Procedures with Young Children

The idea of training young children to generate their own

facilitative elaboration has been successfully applied in paired-

- associate learning research. Danner and Taylor (1973), Yuille

'and Catchpole (1973), and Varley, Levin, Severson, and Wolff (1974)

have demonstrated that young children (kindergarten and first

grade) who do not appear able to generate pictorial elabotation

following simple instructions can be taught to do so through brief

training sessions. These sessions typically consist of presenting

to the children objects to play with or draw, or piCtures of objects

in interaction. Later, in the learning situation, the children

are expected to imagf ne the object pairs in sone meaningful inter-

41,

action. The results generally demonstrate that this procedure

48



greatly improves performance.
4

A training procedure has been used in reading research by

Lesgold, McCormick, and Golinkoff (1975) in which third and fourth

graders were trained on what a mental image should consist, and

how to select the main points of a passage for use as main themes'

in their images. Effective training should consist of the ability

to process in turn every assertion of a passage and to coordinate

these verbal representations into a general nonverbal context.

When subjects were reminded to use imagery on a posttest involving

a passage similar to that used in training, significant imagery

effects were obtained. However, an attempt to determine the

generalizability of the training procedure by measuring performance

on a standardized reading comprehension test yielded no significant

C

differences between experimental and control groups. F hermore,

even when in a second experiment, subjects who were train 4 to use

imagery were given explicit instructions to image on the standardized

comprehension test, no differende was obtained between them and

controls.

4
Regarding training through actual manipulation of objects,

Bender and Levin (in press) have demonstrated that this may not
be necessary to induce imagery in.young children. Hy instructing
kindergartners to plan how they would make toy objects interact,
but not actually allowing them to perform the inttraction, the
children were able to significantly improve performance compared
to contrpls instructed to simply form images.

4 7
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OPressley (in press) also attempted to determin if 'young

children (eight years old) could.benefit from imagery instructions;

Thele subjects were trained to makei,up images of successively

longer.prose passages (sentences, paragraphs, and a whole story

of 950 words) consisting of sentences which were aimilar to paired

associates combined into bizarre kateractions (e.gy., "A cow came

along bouncing a basketball."). Thejauthor obtained,a significant

;

(though small) difference betweensubjects traine4tp pause and
1

image after designated segments, and controls ins ted to do

61 F'

whatever was necessary to aid their recall of the story. Although

the design does not allow for.the-results to be definitely attribut-

k

able to the training procedure alone (there was no control condition
cik'44v,

in which imagery instructions weefAiven without training), th

training procedure lasted only about 15 minutes,and, in fact, can

be considered a multiple example shaping prOcedure which is little

./

-different from most imagery instruction procedures and certainly

less than the Lesgold, McCormick, and Goli fi (1975) four-week

training procedure.

Why are Instructions to Image Facilitative?

Suggestions have been put forth to determine Why imagery

facilitates.comprehension. Imagery may be an effective prose-

learning strategy because it represents text information more

simply. Paivio (1971) proposes that imagery may more effectively

chunk or unitize information thereby making it easier to retain

48
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than when it is in the sequentially organized pattern of verbal

representation. Lesgold, Curtis et al. (1975) suggest that another

way ih which imagery may aid prose learning is by providing a

context or foreground for the passage.

Levin and Divine-Hawkins (1974) suggest that although instruc-

tions to use imagery may be a good learning strategy, it may not

necesearily be a good reading comprehension strategy. FOrming

an image may serve to improve learning because it provides an

effective organizational strategy for the material to be learned.

But for material that is already well organized, such as a prose

passage, visual imagery instructions are less likely to be facili-

tative. Basing their argument upon evidence suggesting that

there exist separate internal cognitive systems (e.g., Atwood,

)1971 Brooks, 1968), one for processing visual information and one

for processing auditory information. These authors also suggest

another possible reason why imagery may not be an, effective reading

comprehension strategy. If imagery is a visual process,-then

imaging and reading g passage simultaneously would reault in

competing behaviors which would be less efficient than listening

to and imaging a passage, behaviors that would utilize both the

visual and auditory.systems. Data consistent with this inter-

pretation were presented by Levin and Divine-Hawkins (1974).

In summary, the body of imagery in prose research yields

several consistent results. There appeare to be a developmental

trend in the ability to benefit from imagery instructions which

4 9
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do not contain adjunct aids such as picLres. The transition

from the-need for imposed elaboration to the Ability to benefit

1
from induced elaboration occurs at About age eight or nine years

of age. More will be said about this when Guttmann' (1976)

research is discussed below in which he attempts to demonstrate

this developmental transition. Furthermore, imagery in conjunc-

tion with listening seems to be relatively more facilitative than

imagery in conjunction with reading.

Subject-Generated Illustrations

The elaboration procedures discussed in this section fall

along the continuum between induced and imposed. Some of these

strategies are more in the direction of induced: the subject

miust generate his own drawing or cartoon; others are more in

the direction of imposed: the subject is required to manipulate

materials provided by the experimenter into an illustration of

the passage.

A series of investigations was conducted by Lesgold, Levin,

et al., (1975) to determine if first graders are Able to benefit

from pictorial augmentation of aural prose, and if so, what variables

are actively responsible.for the facilitation. These authors

utilized background scenes and cutout objects Which could be placed

on them to illustrate the text. In Experiment 1, after having

heard a passage, subjects were required to select an appropriate

background and cutouts and use them to illustrate the passage.

5 0
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Contrary ttio expectations, this group diloprorse,on.,recall than

did a control group who merely hear q.,:passage. }Meyer, a
A

positive relationship was found to-exist between the,quality oi

a subject's illustration sta$4. This prompted the authors

tb speculate that decidind which baCkgremand and cutouts (out of

a large array of 30 cutouts) were appropriate to illustrate the

passagelwas confusing to the subjects and thus leading to decreased

performance.

Experiment 2 was designed to-overcome this problem by pro-

viding the subject with the appropriate backgrodnd and cutouts

with-which to illustrate the passage. These first graders sig-

nificantly outperformed controls whether they illustrated the

passage h sentence or at the end of the passage, or

whether they or the experimenter performed the illustration.

To determine if selection by subject of appropriate background

and cutouts was the significant factor, conditions in which subjects

did or did not have to make seldictions were compared. While there

was no significant difference in free recall between each of these

conditions and control, experimenter-selection resulte&in descrip-

tively better performance. Additionally, cued recall resulted in

experimenter-selection yielding significahtly better performance

than control, while subject-selection did not differ from control.

This series of studies demonstrates that first graders benefit

from pictorial augmentation when selection of the appropriate

illustration contents is made by the experimenter. Who does the

5,
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illustration--subject or experimenter--ie not as important, nor

is whether illustration occurs after each sentence or at the end

of the passalge.

Subject-generated illustration has &leo been investigated

by Snowman and Cunningham (1975) with adults as subjects. A

review of this research, which compares illustrations to verbal

responses to questions, will be presented later on in this paper.

Experimenter-Provided Illustrations

Picturesiwhich illustrate text typically have been used in

two different ways: either as prefamiliarizing aids before the

passage is read, or during the reading of the passage. Lesgold

and DeGood (1973) and Bransford and Johnson (1974) presented a

picture to subjects before the passage. The intention of providing

the picture was to relate the information in the passage to the

reader's existing knowledge. Unlike pictures used in this way,

pictures presented during the passage are believed to aid in the

organization of the ideas within the passage.

Pictures as adjunct aids have been used by Rohwer and Matz

(1975), Rohwer and Harris (1975), Guttmann (1976), Peeck (1974),

and Lesgold, Levin, et al. (197q) to augment or replacQ29L

presentation of the passage. Rohwer andipis associates reasoned

that pictures would serve to organize the context of the passage,,

thus relating elementary ideas within the text.

Rohwer and Matz presented stories orally to high and low

SES fourth grade subjects. The stories consisted of a series of

5-2
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sentences, each of which contained an assertion. The format of

these assertions is described by the set: A's'are B's, B's are C's,

C's are D's, and D's are E's. An example of a sentence from one

of the passages is "The curly-tailed monkeys like to watch their

children." Later, the subjects were asked to agree or disagree

with explicit assertions such as A's (curly-tailed monkeys) are B's

(like to watch their children) or implicit ones.such as A's are E' .

To respond to the correct implicit assertion, a subject would have

to procesg two, three, or four sentences together. In addition

to the oral presentation of sentences, the experimental group

was presented with pictures. Each picture corresponded to the
-

sentences and they were cumulative in that as each sentence was

read, corresponding pict4e parts were added to the composite

picture. Control groups were presented with the sentence in print

along with the oral presentation. Consistent with predictions,

the experimental group performed significantly better than the

control-group for both high and low SES subjects.

Rohwer and Harris (1975) conducted a similar study with fourth

graders using te same stimulus passages but added the conditions

oral alone, print alone, and pictures alone to determine if pic-

torial augmentation facilitated performance or if printed augmenta-

tion depressed it. The results of this investigation showed that

pictorial augmentation to oral presentatio produced suPerior

performance over oral plus print in two ys: for low SES subjects,

oral plus.pictures was better than oral alone; while for high SES

5 3



subjects, oral plus print was worse than oral alonel The authors

uld offer no plausible explanation for these latter results.
5

In a review of research which investigated the facilitating

effects of pictures on comprehension, Samuels (1970) concluded

,,,

that the bulk of research suggests that c9

1
rehension is not

4
- v

affected in any measurable way when pictureS are used as adjunct

aids. According tO Samuels, the only wayliilustons could in-

fluence comprehension would be for the picture to convey infor-

mation that is relevant to the questions asked on a test;'but

even then the reader must determine whichparts of the picture

are relevant and whiCh are not.

For example, a series of experitents was conducted by Vernon

(1953, 1954) in which she attempted to obtain memory facilitation

with the use of illustrations depicting text. The first of two

experiments of particular interest to the present review (Vernon,

. 1954) was conducted with children, 11 to 12 years of age and used

children's stories of 755 and 940 words in length. Based on the

results of a short-answer test, there were no S'ignificant differences

in performance between children who rea
1)ilOstrated passages and

5
A possible explanation may be found in the work of Levin,

itz, and Kaplan (1971), and Kaplan (1971), however. Fifth
rade children performed better on paired-4ssociate and reading

tasks when they saw the Critical stimuli alone in print and heard
am accompanying verbal description, than when they both saw the
print and heard the description. One suggebtion given by these
authors was that listening while reading mAy be unprofitable,
cAusing the subject to attend to the sequer1ce of words in the
sentence, without actually comprehending tI message.

541
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unillustrated passages. In an attempt to increase the amount

of attention paid to the illustrations by the subjects, Experi-
1.0

ment 2 was conducted with orally presented passages. Again, however,

thdre were.no significant differences due to illustrations. Though

not statistically analyzed, items appeared to be recalled more

frequently when deliicted than when not depicted. -The author

speculated that items not depicted were overlookdd or forgotten

because relatively less attention'was given to them.

A thorough investigation into the facilitative effects of

C;

illustrations on comprehension by Peeck (1974), however, has

demonstrated that pictures can, in fact, improve prose learning.

The author sought to compare fourth graders' memory for infor-

mation contained exclusively in the text, exclusively im illustra-

tions, or in both. Text which is not illustrated may benefit

from illustratibns by becoming associatively conneatad to the

illustration, or illustrations.might differentially few& eleients

from the text that are represented in the illustrations, at the

cost of the remaining text elements. Results of,this study

demonstrated that illustrations improved learning of illustrated

text, ahd though not statistically significant, suggested a trend

in the direction of improved laming of unillustrated text.

In a series of experiments reported above in which some

mature subjects were instructed to image while reading a textbook

passage, other subjects were provided with,c2ncrete illustrations

which represented abstract ooncepps contained in the passage.
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Gibbons and Boutwell (1972) found significant facilitative effects

of illustratiOns compared to control (compared to no significant

difference due to imagery instructions). Basco, Tennyson, and

Boutwell (1975) also found significant illustratioh effects

(though they reported them as non-significant) for-college age'

subjects (compared to no significant imagery effects), while they

found no differences for highschool seniorq for illustrations

(or imagery). These authors did find significant illustration

effects compared to control for fourth and fifth graders. The

effect was considerably larger for fourth graders than for fifth

graders.

Additional support for the facilitative effects of pictorial

augmentation is provided by Guttmann (1976) who sought td determine

k whether partially imposed imagery can be a facilitative prose-
.

learning strategy at an age when fully induced imagery is not.

The author attempted to provide support for the model depicted

in Figure 1, namely that the ability to benefit from imposed

elaboration develops with age (or ability), and that younger

children require strategies imposed by the experimenter.

Subjects in kindergarten, second and third grade's were
7

assigned toIone of four conditions (representing the continuum

of Figure 1) in which they heard a passage and: (1) viewed

pictures which fully illustrated each sentence of the passages,

(2) viewed pictures which illustrated each sentence but omitted

designated key objects, (3) received instructions to image, or

56
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(4) were left to their own devices (controls). Based on the

( results of short-answer questions, kindergarteners benefited

only from complete illustrations, second graders benefited from

complete and partial illustrations (partial not significantly

different from complete imagery or control, while complete was

significantly different from imgery and control); and third graders

benefited from complete,.partial, and imagery relatiVe to control.

These resUt provide some supPort for the inducedYimposed con-

tinuum model, and are'consistent with the speculation of Lesgold,

Levin, et al. (1975).

Similar elaboration procedures were also employed by Shimron

(1974) with first and fourth graders who listened to_stories and

either: imaged what they heard, looked at backgrounds and cutouts

which illus ted the stories, looked at backgrounds with cutouts

placed below the background, or simply paid attention to the'

stories. There were no significant differences between conditions

for free-recall and recognition testing, prompting a modified

procedure for a second exPertment. The condition in which back-

ground and cutouts illustrated the story was modified so that

the subjeots were required to illustrate the story by appro-

priately placing the cutouts on the background. There were

significant effects based on responses to a short-answer test.

For the first graders, control and imagery instructions were

inferior to the two experimenter-provided picture.conditions.

5-7
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For the fourth graders, all three treatments, induced imagery

and the two imposed pictorial elaboration conditions, were better

than control. There was no significant difference for free recall

testing.

4
The complete illustration condition used by Guttmann (1976)

and the oondition used by Lesgold, Levin, et al. (1975) in which

the experimenter selected thellipprogpiate background and cutouts

are comparable in that they both fall on a similar point on tha'

induced/imposed elaboration continuum; i.e., more toward imposed

elaboration. Similarly, Guttman { s partial illustration condition

' .

and Lesgold, Levin, et al. (1915) condition in which the subject
-%

was expected,to select the appropriate background and cutouts

.are both more in the direction of imposed on the elaboration

continuum. In both studies, young children are shOwn to need

imposed elaboration, but that with age, performance is facili-

S,tated by increasingly induced str tegies.

The research presented.in this section has rather successfully

demonstrated the facilitative effects of illustrations used to
.,/ .

,

elaborate passages for children and adults. This facilitation

occurs WheA\the illustrations correspor to each sentence or to

each paragraph. The effect has been demonstrated when the passage

is intentionally constructed to resemble a series of paired-

associate verbal elaboration sentences, as well as when it is

adapted from existing Children's narrative stories. Finally,

the use of illustrations has been found to support the model

4



of elaboration depicted in Figure 1--the child's ability to

benefit from less imposed, more induced elaboration is develop-

mental. As the child matures (between age six and ten), he is

less in need of provided elaboration and more able to generate

his own.

Reader Differences and Elaboration

The research presented thus far has been concerned priiarily

with the effects of various elaboration strategies for children

of all ability levels. Exceptions are studies by Rohwer et al.

(1968) and Rohwer et al. (1971) in which high and low sgs childred

were compared on ability to benefit,Qmiii x- elaboration;" ,Reoell 'the

model depicted in Figure 1 which.suggeststhat

'determines the facilitatiVe effect lof varfous stratelithat Vary

-
along the induced/imposed continUum- ince the6expaminental

4

manipulations were all iMposed(the,lack Of dignificatIt difference

obtained by Rohwer and hie asSOciates.betWeen,104 qp middle
,

SES groups would be eXpec d'(all opilidren wou34Cbe to

benefit from imposed IlaborationY- :HoWever, elaboration'strategies

which vary along this oontinudm shoMad have differentially. Will.-
, t
.

A . 4 .

tative effects on children'of ditferent ability leveis. an
,

f
,

investigation has been Conducted byiLevin (1973) based. on a model

of text comprehension'Proposed by Wiener and,Aprooki (4.967).
t4,

, , s

This model is ased oh the ability to orgehize padsage oapcplits.
'it,,, (

' ,t' , 1

successfully--good:.Te ers,spontaneouRly organize uthile\-poor readef\
.

_.--

,
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do not. Wiener and Cromer have identified sever1 types of poor

readers, two of which were "deficit" poor and "difference" poor.'

Deficit poor readers lack vocabulary skills and/or they cannot

decode specific words. Difference poor readers, on the other hand,

possess the prerequisite vocabulary and decoding skills but lack

the organizational strategies that are characteristic of good

readers. Both groups of poor readers are.therefore unable to

organize text, but for very different reaSons. Cromer (1970)

and Levin (1973) went on.to demonstrate that "difference" and

"deficit" reader types may be differentially affected by experi-

4

%IC

mental treatments.

By dividing a passage into phrase units which organized

sucteSSive individual ideas in the passage, Cromer (1970) was

abile'to ihcrease oomprehgtsion of the difference poor readers

poor readers did not benefit. Difference readers,

able to comprehend individual words, do not

ought "units" and therefore are unable to cow hend

By showing them where the units of meaning are, difference

,
4
whiie !defiCit

although

recognize

a passage.

-

poor readers oan improve their comprehension. This is not the case

withvdeficitspoor readers who do not successfully decode individual

words and, therefore would not be expected to benefit from organi-
:,

40'zation of words into idea units.
- .

Levin (1973) demonstrated that difference poor readers benefited
. .

considersbly from imagery instructions, while deficit poor readers

did not (but tended to benefit from illustrations corresponding to

z
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the text). Students were classified as good or poor readers based

on the results of reading and vocabulary subtests of the Iowa Test

of Basic Skills. Good readers were those with reading comprehension

scores at or above grade level, difference poor readers were those

with below grade level reading comprehension and vocabulary scores

less than one year below grade level, deficit poor readers were

those with comprehension scores below grade level and vocabulary

scores more than one year below grade level. Some students who

were in classroom reading groups inconsistent with their placement

determined by the above classification were reclassified accordingly.

Fourth graders were presented 12-sentence stories or 12 cartoon-

like drawings each'corresponding to one of the sentences. Half

of the subjects presented with the printed text were instructed

to form images corresponding to each sentence.

TWo major predictions, one dealing with pictures versus text,

the other with imagery and text, were made by the author. Both

were of interest in conjunction with reader types. The first

prediction was that pictorial presentation would be more facili-

tative than text alone, especially for the poorer readers (after

Rohwer & Matz, 1975). However, neither the picture versus text

main effect nor its interaction with reader type materialized.

Levin speculated that the reason pictures were not helpful may

have been due t; the fact that in the picture condition no verbal

accompaniment was provided, unlike the Rohwer and Matz study

where it was. Indeed, in a follow-up study by Rohwer and Harris
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(1975), this speculation seems to be borne out in that a direct

comparison revealed that picturea-)facilitated performance relative

to printed text when the pictures were accompanied by an oral

description of them but not when they were presented alone.

The second of Levin's predictions, that instructions to image

would be more facilitative, was confirmed. Furthermore, difference

poor readers were helped more by this strategy than were deficit

poor readers. This prediction was based on the hypothesis that

difference poor readers have adequate basic reading skills but need

an organizational strategy. These results taken together with the

work of Cromer (1970) provide a strong argument for difference poor

readers' need for some form of organizational strategy in ordeim

for comprehension to be improved.

In summarY, as with Paired-associate learning research, there

is evidence that there may be an interaction between ability and

the degree to which an elaboration strategy is induced or imposed

(refer again to Figure 1). Specifically, as reading ability

increases, the elaboration procedure provided to the reader may

0
need to be less imposed, and more induced. At the same time,

poor readers seem te need experimenter-provided (imposed) elabora-

tion in order for facilitation to occur.

When poor readers are further divided according to,basic

vocabulary skills, the ability to benefit from various degrees

of elaboration is'more finely isolated. Difference poor readers

(poor reading ability but good vocabulary skills) have been found

6 2
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to benefit from imagery instructions (induced) while deficit poor.c

readers (poor reading ability and poor vocabulary skills) have

not. The latter group, however, appears to benefit from a

pictorial representation (imposed) of the text. A possible

explanation has been provided to account for these findings:

Difference poor readers have adequate reading skills, but lack

an organizational strategy which is provided by the imagery

strategy; deficit poor readers do not have adequate reading skills.

To fyrther support this explanation, difference poor readers

have been shown to benefit from text for which organization has

been provided by the experimenter. This organization consisted

of dividing the passage into meaningful phrase units.

Experimenter-Provided Questions

This review_turns-naw-ta-slaboratian strategies which are

verbal rather than pictorial. Just as pictorial strategies vary

along a continuum from induced to imposed, so do verbal strategies.

Hawever, there has been little investigation into verbal elaboration

strategies which are either primarily induced or primarily imposed:

rather, most.verbal elaboration strategies fall somewhere between

the two. The bulk of this reseaich generally using adults as

subjects is concerned with experimenter-provided questions which
0

are adjunct materials to the text passage. This technique is
11

imposed in that the reader is presented with adjunct materials

which require certain behavior (answering questions), but is also

induced because the reader ;lust construct his own elaboration by
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generating proper responses to the questions.

Rothkopf (1972) considers techniques that control the processing

activities of the reader to be of most,importance in the learning

of prose material since these activities determine what the effec-

tive stimuli in the passage will be. These effective stimuli are

responsible for the internal representation of the matertal which

in turn determines what is learned. In the Rothkopf (1972)

paradigm, the processing activities of the reader are determined

by environmental factors, the use of questions about the text,

their placement in relation to the text, and the way they are

asked. Frase (1970) considers questions to be directions that

orient the reader to respond to certain parts of the text.

Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) have investigated the attention

effect of questions in text. This effect has been demonstrated

to be a function of the placement of the questions in the text.

Periodic questions occurring just after the segment of text to

which they refer result in more effective inspection behaviors.

Specifically, they result in learning not only of relevant material

but also of incidental material'as well. The purpose of the study

by Rothkopf and Bisbicos was to determine if the use of restricted

categories of questions in text results in inspection behaviors

which facilitate the learning of restricted categories of text

content (e.g., items dealing with quantitative terms). The resUlts

confirmed expectations: Inspection behaviors were modified such

that the subjects learned specific subsets of the experimental



material corresponding to the subsets referred to in the questions

within the text.

Bull (1973) has explained how prequestions and postquestions

differentially facilitate learning. Prequestions facilitate

learning of material specific to the questions asked and inhibit

learningOof incidental material because they narrow the range

of attention by providing the individual with a criterion for

what material should be remembered. Postquestions facilitate

learning of both question specific and incidental maierial because

the reader pays attention to the whole passage, knowing that he

will have to respond to specific questions but not knowing with

which material those questiond will be ooncerned.

Frase (1968), interested in the effect of questions on

prose learning, compared prequestions and postquestions in aiding

memory. By varying the amount of text between questions, while

keeping the number of questions constant, the author was able

to influence the ype of material retained from the text. The

advantage of the postquestions became larger the more frequent

the questions. The disadvantage of prequestions was largest when

questions occurred most frequently. Both relevant and incidental

materials were adversely affected by frequent prequestions. The

retention of incidental information was depressed with frequent

postquestions; that is, as questions became more frequent, more

relevant information was retained, but irrelevant information was

retained less. This is in agreement with Ausubel (1963) who
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distinguishes between a small-s p approyh for specific retention

and a large-step approach for ge al retention.

Drawing in Response to Questions

The same general line of inquiry described above has been

extended by Snowman and Cunningham (1975) to include subject-

generated pictures which serve the same purpose as questions--

devices to induce rehearsal or memory search. This elaborative

strategy--calling for the subject to create the elaboration,

while explicitly stating what parts of the text e to be

.elaborated--falls somewhere in the middle of the :nduced/imposed

continuum of Figure 1. The authors reasoned that subject-generated

pictures would be as effective as verbal responses because the

reader would still have to make an overt response to a question,

and such responses that are relevint to what is being learned

should facilitate learning. This investigation gets support from r

Rohwer and Matz (1975) who stated that pictures requiring the

I.
same type of information processing as their semantic analogues

may facilitate retention.

In Snowman and Cunningham's study with adults, subject-generated

pictures were compared with experimenter-proveded multiple choice

questions. Half of the posttest questions appeared throughout the

text as either questions or directions to sketch a picture. These

20 posttest questions were classified as "relevant," in that they

covered material that had already been referred to by the adjunct

6 6
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questions or directions within the text. These questions or

directions appeared either before%or'efter the oorresponding

text. The remaining 20 posttest.questions concerned material .

not referred to by the .adjunct questions!or directions, and were

classified as "incidental,"

Based on the results of the posttedt, no difference in

performance was found between the two types of adjunct aids--

directions to draw were as good as qUestions. Furthermore,

questions and drawing directions positiOned after the text were

more effective than when positiOned before, and relevant questions

were responded to more accurately than incidental questions.

A significant interaction occurred-between position of questions

and 'directions (before or after) and relevant/incidental poisttest

questions. There was no position advantage with relevant material

but questions and directions appearing after text segments produced

-)
increased retention of incidental items compared to questions and

directions appearing before text segments. Discussion of this

interaction by the authors in terns of different search strategies

was the same as the explanation offered Above by Bull (1973).

Research of this type provides a link between pictorial and

verbal elaboration strategies and demonstrates how elaboration

may be both induced and imposed. In the investigation by Snowman

a/
and Cunningh (1975), responses to specific questions were.either

pictorial or verbal a-d resulted in the same degree of facilitation.

Both of these techniques lie somewhere on the continuum between

6 7
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10
induced and imposed strata ies

L
+4mposed in that the reader is
#.

provided with specific que 1(directions to which he must

respond, induced in that he generates his own answers or drawings.

Directions to draw and instructions to image are similar in that

/-

both require the subject to generate a picture corresponding to

the contents of the text. They are different in two ways:

Instruction to image is a purely induced strategy, while direction

to draw is both induced (subject-generated) and imposed (the

subject looks at the product of his drawing). Secondly, imagery

instructions appearing thus far in the literature have not directed

the reader to generate specific images, but,have allowed him to

construct images that he considers appropriate for the text.

Directions to draw have both allowed the subject to draw what he

wishes and restricted the subjectto drawing in response to specific

questions.

.%
In summary, the literature preSented in this review is the

55

result of crossing pictorial and verbal strategies with the induced/

imposed continuum as presented in Figure 3. The strategies pre-

sented Above occupy various position8 in this diagram, not necessarily

clearly contained within any one cell, but possibly overlapping

cells. For example, imagery instructions woula be an induced

pictorial strategy, experimenter-provided illustrations would'

be an imposed pictorial strategy; while questions and instructions

to draw pictures are verbal and pictorial strategies, respectively,

-which fall somewhere between induced and imposed.

6 8
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Chapter III

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Although there have been comparisons made in previous IA'ose

research between pairs of the cells in Figure 2--e.g., imagery

* vs. illustration (Rasco et al., 1975); questions vs. illustrations
,

, .e. .

(Snowman & Cunningham, 1975)--no attempt has been made to compare

all four of the cells simultaneously to determine their relative

effectivensss as reading comprehension strategies with children.

This is in contrast to paired-associate research in which a com-

a. parison of all four strategies has been made by Kerst and Levin

(1973). Similarly, only a few prose-learning studies (Heckler,

1975, Pressley, in press; Rohwer & Matz,a975; Rohwer & Harris,

1975; and Levin, 1973) have compared the facilitativeeffects

of elaboration techniques on different ability groups. The

purpose of the present.study w4 to add to this sPecifit area

to present subjects of different,dding ability with a ptpsage

and one of the four elaboration strategies, meas ing the facili-

tive effect of each technique.

The reading research cited above has use a row range of

criterion passages made up of sentences that imilar in atruc-
).

tur#7to verbal paired-associate elaboration and/or contain a ,

strong story line. Examples of these types of materials inclUde:S

"One type of monkey lives in banana trees. The bananas are very

6 9
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good to eat..." (Rohwer & Matz, 1975); and "There once was a

kingdom so small that it had only one road running from the border,

to the walls of the town. At this border was a green and white

striped gate..." (Pressley, in press).

Recall that in thestudieS by Levin (1972b) and Levin et al.

(in press) children's learning of information in discrete sentences
o

was found to be facilitated by imagery instructions. It is there-

fore reasonable td expect increased performance in a reading task

when imagery instructioni are employed with passages containing

sentences which resemble verbally elaborated.paired associates,

such as the passages by Rohwer and.Matz (1975) and Pressley

(in press) for which examples have.been presented above.

A researCher interested in educational implications' would

like to know if elaboration procedures, such as imagery, can

be successfully applied to school learning situations where the

text material to be learned does more than tell a story, but

teaChes new concepts (suCh as the passages used in the research

by Rasco, et al., 1975). For this reason, a passage was'chosen

for the present investigation which contained a nunber of new

concepts which were not believed to be already known by,the

subjects.

'

Elaboration Strategies

11 cider to nake.a comp ison among the four strategies

(pictorial and verbal formsiof induced and iinposed elaboration),

7 0
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it was necessary to modify sone of the elaboration strategies so

that their form was as parallel as possible within the constraints

of each technique. Illustrations were considered to be the imposed 4

counterpart of imagery, with the constraint that an illustration

limits the information given to the reader, while complete control

cannot be dicerted on the content of the reader's kmagery. An

induced verbal condition .cosIS-isted of requests to the reader to

review verbally (i.e., .to summarize) the portion of the text

he had just read. This was assumed to be the verbal equivalent

of the induced pictorial elaboration (imagery) strategy. In

iorder to make the imposed verbal and pictorial strategies as

cdmparable as possible, the imposed verbal strategy consisted

/7
oi providing adjunct verbal s atements which highlighted certain

..4,,

points of the text just as illustrations highlighted certain

11.6rtions o the text. The resulting experimental strategies'

are depict% in Figure 3.

Pictorial

Verbal

FIGURE 4

ELABORATION STRATEGIES USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

Induced Imposed

Instructions to
Image

Experimenter-Provided
Illustrations

.Instructions to
Summarize

Experimenter-Provided
Verbal Summaries .

7 1



Given these four "parallel" forms of elaboration, certain

oomparisons were made to determine the relative effectiveness of

each strategy in relation to a control condition in which no

elaboration was provided or suggested by the experimenter. It

4
was also.* terest to determine if induced elaboration was

more eff ve than imposed elaboration (within verbal and pic-

torial modes), and if pictorial was more effective than verbal

elaboration (within imposed and induced forms). Furthermore,

interactions between students' reading ability and conditions

were analyzed to determine if subjects of different ability
,\

benefited more or less from certain elaboration strategies.

59

Such comparisons were made separdtely for responses to questions

pertaining only to'illustrated/highlighted text, and for responses

to questions pertaining to text which was not illustrated/highlighted

(a replication and extension of Peeck, 1974, and Snowman & Cunningham,

1975).

Recall that Peeck oompared questions pertaining to illustrated'

parts of the passage in the experimental condition with the same

questions in the control condition, and also questions pertaining

to unillustrated parts of the passage in the experimental condition

with the same questions in the control condition. Although there

was a trend in the direction of illustrations facilitating unillus-

trated text segments, there was no significant difference in

retention for unillustrated text between the experimental and

control conditions (but the difference was in the sane direction

7 2
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in'three independent pOpulatione).
j'

son was

eseht- study.; a cotiOari7

made between these two performance pnofOes,

illustrated/highlighted and tor uniilustrated/ndfihilpli

text. (The
( 1

reason why no.direct comparison of"the two1 iu
r

types could be made will be disCubsed later.)

Predictions

Separate analyses were performed for responses to questions

pertaining text which was illustrated/highlighted, and for

responses o questions pertaining to text which was not. Because

of 7Ihe nature of the four elaboration strategies, determination

f the effectiveness of the elaboration procedures was based on

either one'or both of theSe. The analysis of responses pertaining

to illustrated/highlighted-text would demonstrate the facilitation

of the imposed verbal and pictorial elaborition conditions. The

analysis of responses to questions pertaining to text which was

not illustrated/highlighted would demonstrate any facilitative

side effect on this text as a result of imposed elaboration of

the associated text. Since induced elaboration could be applied

by the subjects to any portions of the text, the results of both

analyses determined the effectiveness of the induced verbal and

pictorial strategies. These analyses were used to test the

following hypotheses based on the rationale presented above.

The evidence based on paired-associate learning (e.g.,

Kerst & Levin, 1973) and reading research (e.g., Rohwer & Matz,

17 3
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1975; Xiesgold, Levin et al., 1975) haswshown that providing children

with suitable elaborative strategies facilitates memory compared

to when children are left to their own devices. Research using

questions placed throughout the text (e.g., Rothkopf & Bisbicos,

1967) has demonstrated consistent facilitation of memory for

text with adults. The first and second hypotheses tested in

the present study were based directly on the research using pictoZial

elaboration with text, as well as extensions of the verbal facili-

tation findings in paired-associate learning and questions research.

Hypothesis 1. For questions pertaining to elaborated text,

performance would be improved in each of the

experimental conditions relative to control.

Hypothesis 2. For questions pertaining to text which was not i.

elaborated, performance would be improved in the
*

induced verbal and pictorial conditions relative

to oontrol.

1(/Research involving the use of questions positioned thro

the tezit,.,145x.consistently demonstrated that questions not o
,

facilit410 memory for the te t to which they reker, but also

for text not explicitly refer d to by the questions (e.g.,

Rothkopf & Bisbicos, 1967; Snowman & Cunningham, 1975). Research

using pictures to illustrate text has suggested a similar finding:.

Memory for text which is not explicitly highlighted by an illus-

tration may also be facilitated (Pee-ck, 1974). This research

prompted the third hypothesis:

61
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Hypothesis 3. yor questions pertaining to text which was not

elaborated, performance would be improved in the

imposed verbal and pictorial conditions relative

to the control.

The work of Rohwer and his associates (e.g., Rohwer et al.,

1967) amd Levin (e.g., Levin, 1973) has shown that high ability

children are less in need of elaborative strategies than are law

ability children; and therefore, high ability children do not

benefit as much from the Strategies in paired-associate learning

or memory for text. The fourth hypothesis was based On this

research:

Hypothesis 4: Students who are below grade level reading ability

would benefit more than students above grade level

reading ability from the elaboration strategies.

Furthermore, comparisons were performed which were of interest

to the present investigation but for which no specific predictions

could be made. The* were comparisons between induced and imposed

elaboration (within pictorial and within verbal), and pictorial

and verbal (within induced and within imposed).



Chapter IV

METHCO AND PROCEDURES

SUb.ects

The subjects /listed of 192 fifth grade children from two

schools: one in southeastern Wisconsin serving a biddle-class

suburban population, and one serving a rural community in.south-

eastern Wisconsin.

Fifth graders were chosen as subje in the present investi-

gation for a number of reasons: Firs most researdh with a focus

,similar to that of this study has used children of About this age

(for example, Peeck, 1974, presented illustrations to fourth graders;

Kulhavy & Swenson, 1975 instructed fifth and sixth graders to

form images); second, children of this age seem able to comply

with imagery instructions without extensive training (Kulhavy

& Swenson, 1975; Levin, 1973); third, fifth graders are less likely

than adults to apply effective lftarning strategies, such as imagery

in the sence of explicit ins thions (recall e study by

al
.

.,.,

Anderso and Kulhavy, 1972, hich adult subjects reported
,..

in Na non-strategy dontrol).

63

4.

-
41

6LObn Ind Divine-Hawkins (1974) pave shown that even with fifth
-

gradeiS there is a disposition on the liartkof some children toward

Ikth

utilization of a strategy eveirWgiinot instructed to do so. Even
though these authors found facilitation due to imagery instr tions,

-of the 50 children who reported frequent use of imagery, 20 of em
were in the-uninstructed control condition.

7 6



The subjects were identified as being in one of two,reading
AP'

ability categories, based on Comprehension subtests from staz

dardized tests administered to intact classrooms by the schools

(tile Iowa Test of Basic Skills for subjects in one school and the

MetiOpolitan Readiness Test for subjects in the other). Subjects

were classified so that approximately half of the children were

Isignated as above grade level readers and the remaining half

were,designated as at or below grade level readers.

In prder to include subjects from both schools in the same

analysis, it was necessary to use common criteria for 4011i gning

subjects in both schools to the appropriate reader categories.

Since different standardized tests were used by the two sChools,

equivalency tables contained in the Anchor Test Study (1974) were

used to convert one set of scores to the other.
7

Materials

A passage of 490 words in length contained in seven paragraphs

was uald to assess the effects of the experimental manipulations.

This passage was taken from a social studies textbook intended

for sixth grade level (Social Science, 1970). This passage describes

7
The Anchor Test Study was initially conducted to permit the

analysis of scores on various reading achievement tests. Scores
on different standardized tests are not numerically comparable
because of variations in standardization procedures among the
tests. The equivalency tables contained in this study may be
used to convert scores obtained on one test to equivalent dbores
on another.

7 7
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the effect of the industrial revolution on cloth production. As

can be seen from Appendix Ai the passage refers to social, cultural,'

and economic changes during the seventeenth century. A second

passage, used for warmup, was taken from the children's story

Winnie-the-Pooh (Milne, 1926), and consisted of 465 words also in

seven paragraphs. This passage,.unlike the first passage, has a

very noticeable story line (see Appendix A). Being familiar to
A

most children, it may have served to decrease anxiety about the

text situation. The passages were chosen because it was possible

to illustrate their contents with simple line drawings.

The associated illustrations and verbal highlights which were

used in the,Amposed pictorial and verbal conditions are presented

in Appendix A. Each illustration and verbal highlight corresponds

to one paragraph of each passage. These adjunct materials were

constructed so as to provide approximately the sane information

in verbal and pictorial form corresponding to each paragraph.

Norming Study. The illustrations were constructed through

the cooperative\effort of the experimenter and three artists.

The two passages were Sbtained based on the agreement by these

four people that they could be illustrated. Then, the best possible

way to illustrate each paragraph was discussed followed by pre-

liminary sketches by one of the artists. Only when all four\people

agreed that an illustration was the best possible for the paragraph

was it retained and a final drawing
*
made. All illustrations were

presented in color because it was believed that Color would make

7 8



them more comprehensibl .

To accomplish compar ility between illustrations and verbal

° highlights, five adults (including the experimenter) were given

the two passages and corresponding illustrations and asked to

generate one sentence per paragraph that corresponded to the asso-

ciated illustration. They were informed of the nature of the task

and the population for which the materials were intended. They

were also cautioned not to include more information in their verbal

statement than was contained in the illusliration.

These verbal tatements (five for each paragraph, except when

duplicate statement were generated) were shuffled and presented

along with the illustrations alone to a separate group of 20 adults.

These adults were told to choose the verbal statement that best

agreed wilth the illustration. There was popular opinion for one

statement over the others in all but a few cases. When the imajority

was split between two statements, it was because there were only

small wording differences between the statements. The statements

which were chosen most were used as adjun aids in the imposed

verbal condition.

Main Study. The passages were presented one paragraph per

page with each of the paragraphs on the left side2f the page with

;
elethe corresponding adjunct aid (illustration or rbal summary)

on the right side. This was done so that the subjects in the

imposed conditions could look back and fourth between passage and

adjunct aid if they so chose.

7 9
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Materials for the induced pictorial and verbal conditions

were constructed in a manner similar to the materials used in

thrimpo conditions. On the right hand side of each page was

either the word SENTENCE or PICTURE which were reminders to the

subjects to think of in their own words What the paragraph was

about (S-generated verbal summary) or get a picture in their mind

of what the paiagraph was About (Image)--see.Appendix A.

The posttest questions wee short-answer fill-in-the-blank,

and consisted of two questions for eaeritia h. One of each

of these two questions pertained to text which was illustrated

or verbally highlighted, while the remaining question pertained

to some other points in the paragraph. To determine what points

of the passage should form the besis of_this second group of

questions, the main points of each paragraph, which were not

referred to in the illustration or verbal statement, were listed

and one was randomly sleected for each.paragraph. It is important

to point out here that because of the procedure used to generate

the portions of text that were illustrated/highlighted and those
;

that were not, no direct comparison of the two question types

was made. Rather, comparisons among conditions were performed

within each quesiion type separately. All 24uestions were of

the "What," "Why," or "How" variety (see Appendix B).

firocedure

In addition to the two passages on which the subjects were
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instructed to execute the various strategies, two other pa4sages

were also presented. These other passages (taken from the Wisconsin

Design for Reading Skills Development (1974) were to aid in the

determination of the three reading abilities (good, difference

poor, and deficit poor) originally intended to be a factor in the

present investigation. After readind each of these two passages,

short-answer questions were asked. These stories were short

(about 100 words), and reading them and answering the questions

took only about seven minutes. This section of the study will not

be considered further because it did not provide any usable

information.
4

h subject was individually presented with all four passages;

th and fourth passres were presented under one of the

experimental conditions. Subjects were allowed to read at their

own rate; their reading time was recorded by the experimenter

and found to vary between approximately two and seven minutes

(most subjects read each passage in about four minutes) fdt the

warmup and criterion passages. Though not explicitly reoorded on

a per-subject basis, it was clear that subjects in the induced

conditions took the longest time.

In the control condition, subjects were instructed to read

the passage carefully because later they were expected to answer

questions about the passage contents (see Appendix C for detailed

0 instructions for all conditions). Subjects in the four experimental

condi4ons were,also told that they would be tested on the passage

contents.
*
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In the imagery condition, subjects were instructed to read410

eadh passage carefully, and after reading each paragraph, when

they saw the word PICTURE, they were to pause and get a picture A

in their mind of what the paragraph was about. Two additional

procedures were employed to-increase the probabilit of imagery

productiQn: First, these subjects were informed that they would-
/

be expected to reproduce their images by drawing from memory at

the end of the session (in fact, the experimenter asked each subject

to describe one of his images from each test passage_after the

posttest); second, these subjects.were also told that when they

were imaging, they should look up for a few seconds so that the

experimenter would have some indication that they might be imaging.

k
An example was provided of what was meant by getting a picture in

their mind corresponding to a passage.

In the subject-generated verbal summary condition, subjects

were instrncted to read each paragraph carefully, and after reading
,

69

each paragraph, when they saw the word SENTENCE,. they were to pause

and, in their own words, think of what the paragraph was about.

The sane two additional i3rocedures were used here as in the imagery .

condition--namely that subjectsvould be expected to reproduce

their verbal summary (they were asked to reproduce one of these

after.the posttest), and that they should look up, for a few seconds.

An example was provided of what.their verbal summary mightt)e.

In the illustration condition, subjects were instructed to

read the.passage carefully and after reading each paragraph, they

8 2
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should look at the accompanying illustration whiChWould be a

reminder to them of *hat the paragraPh about.

In 'the experimenter-provided verbal statement condition,

,_

....
,

subjects were instructed to read the passage carefully and after

reading each paragraph, they;ahould look at the accompanying
I,

verbal statement which would be a reminder twtthem,of
-.,

.paragraph waS about.

The same verbal and pictorial examples that,were us

induced conditions were also used in the4mposed Verbal and plc-

, '57' .

torial conditisms. As wa tated previousq Pooh.Passage

IA
was ussd as a warm

,

-
cause its characteX',WASt Iiii tO 'the sub-

/

. 4 4
jects. Each test *as give immedlatelywarter ea

,J1

i
A.

ir
sage (the

w4armup.passage and the cri,terion passage) 1/s: ad.: The experi-

,?"

menter read the.qUestions alt* suhjedt Verbalized the responsesx
which'were, recorded sby, pe , experimenter., -, After the questions were

, .
asked for the ,iariliip-passiiqe-, the sUbjeptauttiiiructed-to read.

. :

the- seconct.Vassage.

Design-,

Two sets of anglIses were performed on the data. One set'

invOlved responies.to questions which were elaborated; the other

set involved responses to questions which were not elaborated.

Each set cf analyses consisted of cOmparikini between eacil of the

treatments am4Ne contr01, as well as comparisons among certain

.treatments.. These,contrasta were performed on the data as arranged
.

4".
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in Figure 4. Only specific analyses of this 2 x 5 array were of
It

interest in tfie'present investigation. These are presented in

Figure 5.

FIGURE 5

ARRANGEMENT OF,THE DATA FOR EACH SET OF NALYSES

Reading
Ability

Above Grade
Level

9./

At or Below
Grade Level

0

0
0

2
044

t

4.)

151

I ,17.1

44 14

W W
4-1

N-1
.r4 V

..-1

W

M

W

Within each type of question, the first eighf

k_0(
were used toicompare e ch treatment with the'control acros ading

, r

ability, as well aS th interaction between treatment and Ability

Ablug:, the kirst rest compared Instructions to Image with

ot,

Control across adin9 abilityrthe,second contrast' compared the
.

.

interaction reading abilitYrWith the' Imagery-Control difference).
.

The setond eight contrasts were toed to compare trea nts with

each other: Of the sixioossible comparisons beti treatments

. (and the-oorresponding six interactioq comparisons) only fo1 Were
4o, .
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FIGURE..6

CONTRASTS UBED TO COMPARE THE CELLS OF FIGURE 5

Comparison
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of interestin the present invest4qtion. These cont*asts-compaxed
,

induced vs. imposed (within pictorial and within verli1O1),,,"and

pictorial vs. verbal (within induced And within imposed). The .

It ,

corresponding interaction contrasts compared the relative facili-
%,-

k
tation of the, tte tments fOr each reader type te.g., the ninth .

contrast compared Instructions to Image and Illustrations across

reading ability With the Imagery-Illustration difference). The

four contrasts Comparing a treatment with the Control across
.

were Adrectional

73144,two-tailed).

z
4 I

pop, it was determined

;,4APId be ./0 t /detect a .650 differepce

nd rol condition (a = .0125,

(one-t14.1ed), the remaining 12.

each comparison was tested at

/
_

that with 20 subjects
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remaining
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RESULTS

The effect.of tAmtj,ments and their differential facilitation

for the two ability groups was determined through two sets of

%

.analyses; one set of analyses of responses to questions pertainin

to text which was elaborated, and another sdt of analyses of

. 0
responses to questions pertaihing to text which was not elaborated.

The results of this investigation will be presented by first

I
considering the first set of analyses followed by a considerate

- :

of the second set of analyses. As eadh comparisonlof a set of

analyses (between two treatments, or.between,a treatment and the

'cIntrol) is considered, Ilse cprresponding interaction involving

the two ability groups will also be,considered.

14.

Analyses of Questions-torresponding to Elaborated-Text

A'' =
Sixteen planned comparisons as presented Fiure 5 were

perfoAdtdmpo deiermine facilitation due to treatments and differential
* 0

, ---%--
effets as a function of ability level for responses to questifts sr

pertaining to text which wet elaboAlpd. Each oompaOson was.-
...,L. ..

li W 4,140g,t '

tested at an a-level of .0125. The tour couarison btWn the Li
.

'

(7.P.

control and each treatment mere directiOnall the remaining 42

were

4,7)

ceSin
. ,

subjects were randomly aaeigned to prior to

4
,

7
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deerm.nation oftheileability group placement, and because some

subjects were dropped from the study because there weie no standard

achievement reading scores available 'for them, the resulting

sample

, to the

compute

sizes were unequal from one ability/treipment combinaion

next (see Table 4: As a result, it was necessary to

the harmonic mean f the cell sizes (NI = 19.9641) which

was then used in unweighpe

To

s analyses (see Kirk, 1968):

facilitate the reader's interpretation of the data, they

have been converted ti,,,percentages. The error term for questions
4

which referred to elaborated text was computed,to be MSE ,= 421.45.

This term was used in each of the 16 'comparisons. The standard

deviltions from which this.terOMWcalculated are presented IR

Table I.

The

Are also

mean percentages ofoorrp

presented in Table'I.

6.6imparisons

,foux ce110

( effect of *i

Ability/7h

. cont.

12

-these cell me was between

A

140
(four mairieffects

the two ability mai;
.44,A

N. .1;
larkeraction between treatment4nd

*

Vt7Isimaparisons of a treatment with the

and four interatione), and eight

ts and four interactions) betweenomparisons (four

tremilionts. These ns and their corresponding f7ratios

are presented in Table IITbe values of F-necessary 06 obta4n
! "111IP

significance at a ..c..0125 widl 1 and 190 degrees of freedom is

974;1'
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CELL SIZES, MEAN1DERC1NT CORRECT, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

OR EACH ABILITY LEVEL AND TREATMENT

1

At or itelow
Grade Level

Above Grade
Level

.0

0

rr,

,
n = 21

[
X sc 32.65

SD = 23..26

d 4'

1

v gy. o .

14.87

I
4.1.4.4?

22`..54-

I

18

28.57

".21.91

...

ii
20:

. 30.43

13.

n 'is-, 1

JC mg .t1
SD = 2 . 97

16

38#39

26,768.

zp

.1624
!I. 70 ...00

20

44..29

14; 8

20

64.29

2 86

Across Grade, Levels'
(Unweighted Mean).

= 19.9843. "'^

MS
E
= 29.50

42.52 392.."4.1-153.18 36.43 50.

,nr

,
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TABLE II

( COMPARISONS AND CORRESPONDING F-RATIOS FOR
QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO ELABORATED TEXT

Comparison

..0

F -Ratio

Main Effect Interaction

Control vs Instructions
to Image

5.3909

,

Control v3AExperimenter-
Provided(Illustration

5.3858* <1
"

4V .
Control Vs Instructions
to Sulprize

1.7560 <1

vs Experimenter-
Provi ed Summary

,

2.9116 <1

Instillations to Image vs
ExperiMenter Provided .

Ill4Stration
9.2627* 4.5191

.--
,

Instructts to Im4ge vs
InStructi s to Summarize

<1 3.5531

Experimenter-Provided
,.Illubtration vs Experimenter-
4lici4led Summary

<1 1:1681,.

4,

anStructions to Summarize ye,,
'gXperimenter-Provided SummarY

.10 .

9.1901* 1.7462

*significant at a = ja.... ,
. .

&

s

4-2-;

a;"

-

*

9 0

77
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5.10 for the directional comparisons and 6.25 for the non-directional

4/0
comparisons.

The first four main effect comparisons presented in Table II

were conducted to test Hypothesis 1. As can be seen, there is only

one of,theee four comparisons which supports the hypothesis;

namely, Experimenter-provided illustrations comkoared to the Control.

There was no facilitation as a function of the other thiee treat-,

ments. In fact, Instructions to Summarize descriptively decreased

performance compared to theControl.

The corresponding interactions showed no significant diffaz-

litential facilitation of treatments compared to the Control fol e

two ability groups. The interaction between ability and the

Imagery-Control differences which approached)significance was

due to a slight increase in performance for the low ability group,

and a oorresponding4decrease in performance'tor the high ability .

group in the Imagery condition relative to the Control.

Of the .remaining eight,comparisons (between treatme

two main effect contrasts were significant: induced vs. sed

within pictorial; induced vs. imposed within verbal. For both*

these compariqpne experimenter-provided elaboration was better

than subject-generatO elaboration. The intiraction between'

ability and the fitst of these differences (implOhd-inducd-within

pictorial) approached significance.--lhis was primarily due to the

114 ,

higher performance of the abovegrade level group in the.illus-
\,

tration condition compared to their performance in' the Imagery
c724
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condition. However, as was noted previously with reference to the
4

Control condition, this is not so much a function of the facili-

tative effect of Illustrations as it is a function of the depressed

performance under Imagery instructions.

Analyses of Qu ions Corresponding.td4Onelaborated Text

Sixteen planned comparisons as presented in Figure 5 were

performed to determine facilitation due to treatments and differ-

ential effects according to ability level for responses to questions

pertaining to text which was not elaborated: -Each comparison was

tested at an a-level of .0125; the fidUr comparisons between the

control' and one treatment9e directional, the remaining 12

wereot

The error term for questions which referred to unelae&ated

text was computedto be MSE = 381.51 in each of e.'1.6:cOmparisons.

The standaid deviations Iron:I which this term were calculat are

presented in Table The mean.percentages of correct responses '

(out of Seven) are.elso presened in Table 21I: Analysis Consisted

of plInned comparisons amopg these cell means. The 16 conparisons
,

for thea0-,4halyset Were based on the same contrasts as the'questions
t.

pertaining to elaborated text. These comparisons and, their*corres-

ponding F-ratios are-presented in Table . The values

necessary, to obtaln significance at a 10 -0125 (1 and 290 df) are
2

5.10 (directional) and 6'425 (non-directional).

.
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TABLE III

CELL SIZES, MEAN PERCENT CORRECT, AND STANDARD DEVIAfIONS
FOREACH ABILITY LEVEL AND TREATMENT

\

At or Below
Grade Level

Above Grade
Level

0

8

;4 tir

,

n = 21 25 21 )-8 20

3E = 18.37 19.43 18.37 17.446, 12.14

SD = 17.58 17.92 20.27' 21.11 14.11

4

n = 21 16 20 20% 20
,

X = 33.33 24.11 39.29 34.29 35.71

sr . 19.34 23.97 18.47 18.19 25.60

Across Grade Levels
(Unweighted Means)

IS = 19.9641

MSE = 27.27

25.85 28.86 25.88 23.93

'
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TABLE IV

COMPARISONS AND CORRESPONDING F-RATIOS FOR
- QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO UNELABORATED TEXT

Comparis* F-Ratio

Main Effect --- InteSition

Control vs Instructions
to Image

<1 1.356
-

Control vs Experimenter-
Provided Illustration

' .

Control vs Instructions
to Summarize

<1
.

Control vs Experimenter-
Provided Summary

too

<1 <1

Instructions to Image vs
Expe nter-Provided
Ill ration

2.5537

\
3.3794

I ctions to Image vs.
Instructions to Summarize

<1 1.8907

Experimenter-Provided
Illustration ys Experimenter-
Provided Summary

<1

.

<1

Instructions to Summarize vs
Experimenter-Provided Summary

<1 <1,
. ,
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This Ast'of 6Omparisons was conducted to test Hypotheses 2 and 3.

As cab-be seen, there are no significant differences associated

with any of these contrasts. iino facilitation for text

to which these questions referred4'

Summary of Analyses as Related to Previcps Hypotheses

The first and secon&hypotheses P redicted that there would

be facilitation in the induced verbal and pictorial conditions

for all text because there could be no control over what pprtions

of the text the subject would4Ehoose to'elaborate

to do so. Analysis of both types of questions s

facilitation occurred as a function of the ,,two

induced

t no

strAegies.

The third hypothesis predicted that there pay.be; facilitation

in the imposed verbal and pictorial conditio

was not elaborated because of its" associatialf th the elaborated

text. This was not demonstrated, but the lack of facilitation for

unelaborated text may have been due to the Imall amount of facili-

tation for the elaborated text.

Although no specific predictions were made based on the two

ability groups, it was expecled that the low ability'group would-

benefit more from provided illustrations than would the high ability .-

groujt This was not found to be the case. In fact, both groups

benefited from illustrations by ablipt the same-amount Opmpared

to the Control.

#.44.
.41,
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Chapter VI

DISCUSSION

YID

This study was designed and conducted to answer two general

questions: Can elaboration.strategies which have been shown to

work with laboratory passages be'as effective with more school-
k

like (referred to here'as "textbook") passages? Can Verbal elabora-

tion procedures be shown to factlitate memory for text as effectively

as pictorial elAbo tempting to answer both of these
. 4

questions in one study mny have resulted in compromising the
k

accuracy wits Which eatCh question'was,andwenied. Specificai0,
4 4-

since the elaboration procedures used in the present study provided

only marginal facilitation with the type-of passage usedfa

legitimate comparison of verbal and pictorial stIptegies may

have been undermined.

In this ascussion sothe additional research Wi9>4e presented
v.

of Whicil, durin4 Ille,time:when the present study was inq designed

and Conducted, the author was not awate. These studies a

Anvestigated pictorial and verbal elable;tAtionstrategies using

_textbook' passages. This resear0.1 will be Ibi116Wed by the work
4

14,

Of Levin, Bender and Lesgold-tfn Press) who suggest a more reasonable

control procedure against whichla tp compare elaborative stOtegieS
,41.

,

using adjunct Aids sUch-as pictures 141_, erbal statements.
', °

. I

:Then, the results of the'prelent investigation4wIll be OitoutSed,





considering first the analysis of responseS.to questions pertaining
-f

to elaboratedtext, then the analysis of responses to questions

pertaining to unelaborated text. Following this, supplementary

results will be presented in which college students were subjected

,to the procedures used in the present investigation. In view of

these results, some COmments concerning the difficulty of the

ge will be considered-

Finally, implications of the present researdh and suggestions

for future research will be discUssed. As stated above, the."

current investigation has created more questions than it has.,.

answered.

84

Additional Research-Using TextbookPassages and Verbal Elaboration

At the outset of.this stUdY,.the present author 'was not

aware of research which might provide-some idea of what to expect

with a tegtbook passage and verbal elaboration. The stUdies by

'Gibbons and Boutwell (1972) arid by.Rasco,_Tennyson, and BoUtwell

(1975) contained So many apparent'discrepancies and flaws that

,

their findings are highly suspect. Foriinstance, the authors

appear to have incorrectly reported a Significant imagery effect
t.

while in fact inspection of the data suggests that illustrations

yielded Significant*facilitation.t. A.S.1:it turns outYthe findings

.

of_the present study are in-diosOagreement with the findings

'

of these two investigations-tkat'reca 1 of textboOk_passages

is not improved with imagery lihstructions'but SOme improvement A

41

9 7
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is pbtained by pxoviding illustrations.

During the writing of this paper, two additional sources

of Anformation became known,which bear substantially on the

preclictions and findings Of this.inVestigation. One is a paper

pre4ented bY lesgold and Curtis (1974)t the other is Curtis',

manterS thesis (1975). In these studies, verbal elaboration

was iovestigateci 'and then compared with imagery instructions

, ook pasSages:

The first of these i nvestigations,:by.,Lesgold and Curtis

85

(19)4y, compare instructions to coliege siudents to prepare /erbal ,

stAlkari,es while readin g.Passages (andthen.writeout the summary)

a control group.instructed to read the passages for recall

(and then alPhabetize the words in each passage)... 'A. third group

.f. was instructed to prepare summaries, but'they wrote the summaries

for kray half ot the Passages, and alphabetiZed.the other half of

the passa4es. This last group was included to determine if writing
.

the summaries wSs, the important activity or if preparing the4summary

,

.

was sufficient. The results were that both treatments were sigA'

,

.nlficantly different from"theoontrol but not from one another.

No oomparison wSs made in the third 'group between performance On.

-1,s4sges,for which summaries weir written, and'passages whidh were
-

alPh4getizea,by the sUbjeOts. 41breover, wi.'1114 the subjects were-
.

divided into good and poor readers based on a standar.4 reading

comPrehensi on test, no interactionyas found between ability and

CreAtmentl both groUps-benefited equally from the strategy.

'
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Apparently, Dreparation.of a verbal summary is sufficient to improve

performance.

Although a significant difference was fold betWeen treatments

and control, interpretation of these.findings is necessary. The

control group?used inrthis study 'did more than just read for recall--

t they filled time by alphabetizing the words in the paasage. Intui-

tively, this control procedure shoula have no detrimental effe4,

on recall compared.to a control merely'instructed to read for

,recall. But in i aubsequent etudy, Curtis found a marked decrease,

in performance when control subjectaalphabetiZed the passage

comparison to,when'they_sly read for recall.

Curtis-(in preparation) comparbd verbal and p ictorial strate-

gies with read7plus-alphabetize and iead-only,control,greups.
`

The strategied were made parallel by,requiring,adult-subjects

the pictorial elaboration group to draw a series of ikluStrations

aepicting the contents of the passage;Nwhile su6jects in the verbal"
elaboration group wrote sumMaries of the passage. These sugjects

. ,

and those in`the read-plus-alphabetize group actually performed

significantly poorer than the read-only contrbl.

This finliling limiEs the interpretati 1,'of results that compare

efiaboration treatments with control conditions (e.g., Leegold

&Iggliartis, 1974). Althou Lesgo and Curtisobtained facilitation

/
from,their treatments,compared to a control, these results mustlie

A

tempered by the reaults of the Curtis study; namely.that theControl

us 'by Lesgold and*Curtis (alphabetizing the piesO lllge) actuay f
P41'
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deresses performance compared to &ly reading the palsage.

Levin, Bender, and Lesgold (in press) further tested this

possibility by,reguiring one control group of,young children.td"

cOlor geometric shapes while another control group only read.

There wds no difference in recall between these two groups.-

Why should a time-filling activity (alphabetizing the pasdage

or-coloring geoinetric shapes) produce different results ih these

studies? It may be that while coloring geometric shapes only

fills' time, alphabeVing the passage creates.4confusion in the

readers. While Searching through the passage for words that

begin a certain letter, the reader may:be ScraMbling the

oaSsage in his memory. This alphabetizing may'therefore interfere

with what has been read, while coloring shapes'does not.

It must be kept in mind that-the studies by Lesgold and Curtis

used adult subjects, while theudy by Levin, Bender, and Lesgold

used ypung children; and.that this difference liMats any comparison

that can te made between the studies'. It cannot be assumed that

procedures tfiat result in certain behaviors with adults 411)1 result

in similartki-Viors with.children. In fact, Levin, Bender, and

1
Lesgold fnitially discounted the possibility thAt simple repetition

would be.an effective strategy'for children based On evidence

, -
demonstrating that simple rehearsal was not effective for adults.

Therefore; while alphabe

it may not for childre

be that adults-, because

ing may lead to interference iit atiplts,

One possible' expldhationrfok ut1:1; CI\o 'l d

of their over-learned reading skille, are

sh



unable to process the first letter of a wotd without ircessing
1

the entire word; while such would not be the case fci Olildren

who ire just learning the skills required for reading.:

S,

_ .

The work of Lesgold, McCormick and Golinkoff.(1970 is also

i.

relevant here. Recall that these researchers compared imagery

facilitation for story-like'passages and a,standird reading achieve-

ment test (MAT reading subteSt). When reminded tO use the imagery

strategy, recall was improved for the story-like passage. However,

even when these third and fourth graders were remi

images.during the MAT, there was no facilitation d e,to imagery

ded to generate

instructions. These findings pay have been due tot the two different

types of passages (text-book vs. story), or as the authors suggested

the imagery training procedures may have been inefjfective in a

standard'reading test where the'apparently iznport.nt factors are

word recognition,'sentence understanding, and tes eking skills.

These skills are in contrast with the emphasis of the training

\procedure which qtressed Attending to Le main psage themes.

. An additional pointshould be mentioned

- by Lesgold, McCormick, Lid Golinkoff,:the sto

administered on an individualrbasis, while

In this study.

ike passages were

T was administered

.%
to classroom groups. Perhaps the individual at ention ,was responsible

88

for the imagery facilitation. In such a one-t4ne setting, there

may be a greater likelihood of subjects' compl anCe with instructions.

'.

Considering the combined research efforts of Les ld and

Curtis; Curtis; Lesgold, McCormick and Go1ink4frGibbons and

P
I

I
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Boutwell; and Rasco, Tennyson, and Boutwell,'what predictions could

have been made? When measuring recall for text-like passages,

previous research has consistently demonstrated that induced

pictorial and verbal elaboration provide no facilitation while

illustration does. These results compare favorably with the findings

of-the present investigation. Each of these findings will now

be considered in turn with the hope'of shedding more light on this

body of research.

Results of the Present Investigation

The results will be discussed according to their presentation

in the previous'chapter. This diicussion will first deal with

responses to questions pertainin§ to elaborated and then tio-

unelaborated text. Following this, there will be a general

discussion of the findings of this and similar research, and the

implications of these findings including sucigestionS for further

research.

Responses to questions pertaining to elaborated text. Of the

significant comparisons in this investigation, all involved this

group of. questions. The first of these; a comparison of control

with illustrations, has been Consistently supported.in recent reading

research; not only where the passages have been specially constructed

for the task (e.g,, Guttmann,.1976; Rohwer & Matz, 1975; Lesgold,.

MCCormi,ck, & GOlidcoff, 1975; Shimkon, 1974, with oral presentation),

but lso when pass ges were taken from textbwkS (Gibbons & Boutwell,-
.

102
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1972; Rasco, Tennyson & Boutwell, 1975) and children's stories

(PeeCk, 1974). Illustrations used in this capacity probably aid

recall by representing the material in a second mode, and by

supplying some organization which combines the components of

the passage. That this method of elaboration has been repeatedly

shown to be facilitative for text recall is probably due to the

lack of interpretation required by the.reader to comprehend the

stimuli.
8

In all the other strategies, the reader is required

to obtain information from printed text. Surely, this body of

research has firmly established the facilitative effect.of illus-

trations on comprehension--especially that of children--something

that Samuels (1970) attempted to discount.

A Possible alternative explanation of the facilitative effects

,of illuStrations on text suggested by Lesgold, Levin, et al. (1975).

lis that illustrations merely provide a second rehearsal of the

passage. If this is the case, providing illustrations with text

is not very appealing because of the difficulty in creating illUs-

:

trations ih comparison with simply instructing subjects to read

the text a second time. This possibilj.ty has been tested directly

by Levin, Bender', and Lesgold (in press). .

In one experiment by Levin, Bender, and Lesgold,, first graders

'listened to three short passages (five sentences eactO under one of

9
Accprding to Elkina (see Footnote 1), by age 11 Children have

'1 J1èarned ta comprehend the'therne of an illustration that requires
ome inference on the_part,of the chila.

. /

4
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five conditions. Three of the conditions were variations of

providing cut-out& and a background, which when combined, illuatrated

the text. These treatments were compared with a repetitio&condition

in which the subject repeated each sentence as it was presented;
.PAA

OA
and a control in which subjects simply listened. Results showed

that the four treatments were equally facilitative and significantly

better than the control. These findings suggested that providing

illustrations.may'be no better than simple verbal rehearsal.

This possibility was investigated furthet in a second experi-

ment. Because of the possibility of a ceiling effect in the first

.

experiment, Bender and Levin used longer passaged (GutVann's

two 10-sentence passages) in an attempt to amplify any. difference

'that might exist between rehearsal and illustration. The results
1

of this study demOnstrated that'while rehearsal was significantly

better than control, providing illustrations was significantl

better than rehearsal. These.findings suggest that there is

increaSed facilitatfon when illustrations are provided relatie

to simple verbal repetition. Illustrations may provide more than .

a second rehearsal making their use as a text-learning aid justifiable.

There are implications of these findings to the present study

and other studies of similar design Where adjunct materials are

used to facilitate recall. If performance in a,reading task can

be consideraley improved by requi4ng the reader simply to repeat

what has been read or heard, then any other strategy requiting

104
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elaborate techniques should result in performance that is considerably

better than simple repetition, or else thert is not sufficient

payoff to warrant the elaborate technique. In other words, it

seems crucial that the effectiveness of elaborative strategies

be measured in reference to a simple repetition strategy.

A contributor to the second significant'finding In the present

study, the sigftificant difference between Ipagery and Illustration,

was the 1°arge drop.in perfdrmance of the Above-average readers

in the Imagery)condition relative to the Control (a differenCe

in mean performance of 14%). However, the interactions involving 4

ability and the difference between the Vd0 treatments (Imagery

and Illustration), as well as ability and the difference between

each treatment with the 'control were.not found to be statistically

significant. This maSi be attributable to the difficulty of the

passage. As mentioned before, the illustrations supplied informa-
.

tion contained in the text but did not require that it be abstracted

from the text. In this regard, the illustrations can be viewed

as an adjunct aid that.could be used instead of the text. On the

other hand, .
subjects in the'Imagery conditions first-had to process

the prose and,then form an imagebased on it. Given that the passage

,used turned out to be quite difficult, this task may not have been

easily accomplished. This is similar to the problem encountered

,by Deficit-poor readers (those with word decoding problems) witri

simple passages in the study by (1973). These findings of
,

decreased performance in the Imagery condition are consistent with



the results of Lesgold And CurtiS (1974) and Curtis (in prepara-

tion) discussed above in which induced elaboration decriaged per-
:

formance relative to a read-only control. However, these findingd

are inconsistent with -ihe results of a number of studies by levin,

Lesgold and others in which imagerY instruCtions are facilitative

(especially for listening tasks) when the passage is specifically

construcied for the task. These discrepant findings"related to

the type of passage will continue to emerge in this discussion

and will be considered moye-thoroughly below.

ThigIgnificant difference between induced and imposed

elaboration in the pictorial mode was also demonstrated in the

itoio

verbal mode. In the comparison between Subject-generated andk

Experimenter-provided verbal summaries, 'the improvement in per-

formagce from induceerto imposed was consistent for both reading

ability groups. ,Both groups benefited more from an imposed verbal

strategy. This tendency for the imposed strategies to be mote

facilitative than tft induced strategies is in spite of the fact

4:
that Subjects in the indUced conditions-took noticeably longer

to.complete the task.

The same argument is offered here as was offered above for

the pictorial mode: Perhaps the passage difficulty prevented

the children from benefiting from an induced strategy because

they first had.to process the-prose and.then generate a suitable

verbal srmmary of it. On the other hand, the experimenter-provided,

verbal summary could stand by itself in place of the text. The

106
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main pointstof the passage could be obtained from the summaries

which were short and simpler thin the paragraphs to which they

related, making processing an easier task.. And again, these findings

are consistent with Nicse of Lesgold and Curtis (1974)1, Induced

!Arateres 46 of no,benefit when the passage is difficult.

In line with the model depicted in'Figure 1, it is appropriate

to comment at thisgpoitit that the ability to elaborate a passage

depend on the difficulty of the passage and the ability of the

reader. As passage difficulty increases, elaboration becomes

more difficult; as subject ability increases, readers become more

able to provide their own elaboration, relying less op elaboration

provided by the experimenter. In feect, it seems reasonable to

assume that there is an interaction between subject a6ility and

t-ask difTulty such that as ability increases, more difficult

passages mallo-auccessfully elaborated by the subject. What

-

may be too difficult a passage for fifth graders to elaborate,

may be sufficiently easy for adult readers to elaborate.

At this'point, dne can only speculateabout why such passages'

dO not lend themselves to facilitation by induced elaboration.

It has been pointed out elsewhere in this paper that passages

constructed specifically for reading research, such as those
4

discussed above, oonsist of extensions of verbally elaborated

paired-associates which are typically very concrete and imageable.

Furthermore, there is typically a strong'story line throughout the

passage, little information of an instructional nature is transmitted,



9Li

and the, contentn are more concrete and comprehensible. This is

in contrast with textbook passages-which are intended to convey

new knowledge. Seldom is there a story line which continues

through the plassage, and the sentences are generally of ingre Complex

construction. One or 411 of these factors may be responsible for

the-lack of facilitation found in the.present study.

Beyond the predictions of facilitation due to the strategies,

additional comparisons involving main effects and interaptiohs

were of interest, but for which there were no specific.predictions,

or were post hoc. The first of these was an interest in deter-

mining whether verbal or pictorial elaboration would be more

facilitative. A considerable amoung of research which was presented

7torie has shown that at least with certain types of passages pic-,

al einboration is effective. Little research tas been concerned

verbal elaboratiOn in rwling research so that its facilitative

'effect is uncertfin.

The presentiseudy and the work of Lesgold and Curtis (1974)

suggests that verbal and pictorial strategies are comparable at

(
least with a textboo) 'passage. Whether'this finding ri,11 hold

up with passage specifically consructed for the test remains .

to be seen. For that matter, the present finding suggesting

1

comparabilitr between verbal and pictorial elaboration modes

might be tested With additional (less difficult) textbook passages.

A sedbnd aim of the present study was tko. investlgate inter-

actions between the various strategies and reading ability. Based
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on the discussiodreiating to

was presented earlier.tFigUte

the indUCed/imposed continuum that

-1), it was aptici*ed that below-

aveOge readers would benefcLt'moretitom

from induced ela;:oration.

d elaboration than

This finding was not statistically
4

,iupported in the present study; no significant int raction.compari-

sons were obtaihed between ability and induced imposed strategies.

*However, inspection of the data reveais that there wasa tendency. .

for, both ability groups to penefimore''ofrom the_imposed strategies

than from the induced stkategi This descripti(ve finding is in

Agreemeht with the discussion presentled above: 'Namely that as

difficulty increases, elaboration must be more imposed in order
1

to be facilitative.

Ilesponses to questions pertaining to unelaborated text. There,

were no significant differences associated.with any-of the eight .

comparisons Made for theSe qelestionS: Analysis of these comparisons A

was conducted to test Hypotheses 2 and 3. The induced silategies

.ehould have had the same effect for all the text because there was

. ,

ho.control over whatSe4ments.of'theteXt d be elaborated by

the' subjects. As in the analyses of responses pertaining to

elaborated text, there was no facilitation for reeponses pertaining

to unelaborated text in the induced strate,jy conditions.

Hypothesis 3 was not supported at all by these data. Thetrend

in the data obtained by Pe4Wt (Consistent, but non-significant

facilitation for unelaborated text) suggested that because of its

association with elaborated text, recall for.unelaborated text may
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be improved. Failure to support this predictiommay be due to the

fact that such facilitation does not'-occur, or the difficulty of

the passage prevented this finding from being:observed (below

averagereaders got only 17% of these questions correct, and Above-

average readers got only"33% correct). A third alternative

explanation may.te the way in Which the questions were selected.

,

Questions for the unelaborated text were based on portions of text

that may be:considered peripheral to theimain ideas of the passag,el,

4

,

Supplementary Results

The overall low level of performance deserves some cOmment.

The highest average level of responding was 52% for the above-grade

level readers on he elaborated text quesi"ions (36% for the below-

.

grade level ers). This low performance suggests that the

passage was of considerable difficulty for the fifth grade subjects..

In fact, data were subsequently collected on a group of college

4
students. The same passages and elaboration strategies were adMinis-

terilt to a group of about 35 students. The mean performance/for

these subjects averaged over all questions and conditions was about

70%. So although the passage was taken from a commonly used sixth

grade text, it was quite difficult and may have depressed perfor-

mance to such a low level that differences among treatments were

'concealed.

The results of this supplementary experiment warrant comment.

There %ger Only a few subjects im each condition (an average of 7)

110
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so that the results were not analyzed statistically, but it is worth

pointing out that the means w-d-fe 71% for Control,.64% for gerY.

70% f Illustrations, 64% or Subject-generated unimar and

59% for Experimnter-provide
.

sdores suggests that subjects

summaries. This nArrow spread of

.W'
e not able' te-benamfit from the

It 'strategiee In fact, all treatme ts yielded performance below the

.
control cOndition, a finding similar to that obthined by Curtis

(in preparation). For adult readers, these low, levels of per-

formance are especially surprising. It would be expected tha

,adults would have some familiarity with the passage contents)

thus increasing their correct response rate.. They should also

have been able td comprehend the text because the concepts shoulti.,

not be new to college students.

Difficulty of the Passage

Why should such a passage, intended for a sikth grade audience,

be so difficult even for adults? Apparently,'social studies (and

science) textbooks, because of the nature of the subject matter,

,
are typ4ally written at least two grade levels above the grade

level for which they are ibtended.
9

This procedure ifs not inten-

tional, and has only recently been recognized. The high.level

of reading difficulty is not obviously apparent, for it exists

4

9
Personal communication'from Dr. Kay Harty, principal of

Midvale School, Madison, W. consin, November 1975.
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. a not in the surface structur 'but in the deep semantic strUcture.

There is currently sn atteMpt to remedy this situation. Text
,

aimed-directly at a fifth grade level of comprehension,woulebe'a

IIPstrable stimUlus passage'for the present investigation.

There is one other fact concerning passage difficulty: Th
r'

oonttol condition performanCe (for the main study) for unelaborated

text questions waa133% for above-grade level readers, and 18% for

belov.grade level,readers. The control condition performance for

Sberated text questions.ZWas 52% and 33%, These levels of perform-

ancesauggest that there was a considerable difference in difficulty

betW%an the text which was elaborated and the text which was not.

ThiS no doubt reflects the way in which the text Was divided into

,dlaborated and unelaborated segments. Recall that the require-

ment for selection of elaborated'text was that it could be illus-

trated. This Suggests that these portions of text were more concrete

and oduld stand Alone from the context of the passage. These factors,

maY have been the reason why the ,elaborated text was easier to

--
learn tha n the unelaborated text.

The Purpose of'this study.Was to determine ii strategies &mide
;-be ide tified which would aid in increasing children's reading

perf6rmance on school-related text-paterials. The.strategies chosen
.

/
',//

Itave been repea tedlY demonstrated to be either highly successful

ot related to highlY4 pssful procedures used in the laboratory
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_
with specially'deigned passages. If these strategies could be

a4apted to text-like material, the implications to classroom learning,

arp obvious. Unfor aiely, the treatments selected for the present

-

study were not velli uccessful.
-

0 Should the resulta,of this research suggestjhat there is no

reward in fui-t r invetigation of the practical application of

elaboration st es? Certainly noi; there is enough support

from this study and other research cited in Chapter 2 to suggest

that there are factors involved in facilitative reading strategies

about which the scientist'is not y'et aware. ),If the ttraiegies

work for ceitain passages, what'prevents them from not facilitatinl

memory and comprehension for other passages? The demonstration

that illustrations faCilitated performance in,this investigation

is quite significant in and of itself, After all, that the place-
\

ment of pictures can.improve performance makes it an important

candidate'for inclusion into text materials. ff such a simple

N4?
treatment can have significant effects on recall, it might be

used more in textbooks instead of just in early readers and children's

storiesril Furthermore, the use of adjunct illtstrations might prove

to'be especialli useful for children who are crsidbled disad-'
6

,..)

vantaged or in remedial progra s--chil ia rvwhOse reading problems

UI

might be based on the inability to'obealn'meaning ftom printed

materials. Such children would be able to comprehend meaning:through

adjunct,illustrations and therefore begin to acquire new knowledge.
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VI fto r . .
. .

Of course, these Ohildriih would probably obtain the most infor4.-
I

m4!ion from the combined oral .pius pictorialireseht tion which
4.

i-. , 0 .

,

has been the subject-of a nuMberlof sedies referre to above.

S,But the use of 21inted text augmenterWpai illustrationg might
-

provide the greatest cilitStion'in aAling h dhildren to begin

td comprehend printed "..ext-by allowing th4- 4 to cO-M.Oace_the
e.

,. r ,
. . /

dnformation presented in the illustrations with the information
, A

contained in the text. However, such a procedure would have to

be employed with grea caution, since the possibilit would exist

-

that the 'child-would thePassbit
, .

d rely solely cn the'infor-

6

mation contained inthe illustration.

The fact that subje -generated elaboration works very well

cprk simple passage w ile only illuslktions.benAfited redall,here,

may suggest'that d Eferent strategiea should be utilized for matei41.#

of different diff culty. For instance, subject-generated strategiea

could be taught o students so that they oOuld use them with stories

and other eas materials, while illuatrations could be provided when

the pext IamOre

t -

Suggestions for Future Research *

The re ts of the present study have generated more questions

than ha4V. swer
4s.'

Although there was only marginal success

obtained through tilaboration strategies in this,study, the same

or.similar techniques have been highly successful in other investi-
f

gations. TO deal wAth this discrepancy, it might be necessary to

114
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4

d .a trie ways in whickl the passages used across efferent,
.

studies vary. Control over passage content, structure, and

difficulty will probably enable researchers torpredict the sort

of passage far which various types of elaboration will be successful,

But this line of research will provide answers to only some of the

:102

questions asked in the a4ent sttidyl

The choice of elaboration procedures used in'the present

investigation' was quite arbitrary even tITUgh they were designed.

tq provide max mum comparability in the analyses!" For instance,

although great bare went into the construc 'on of e verbal

t
th

statements to insure that,they were "parallel tO their corree-..

ponding illustrations, additional procedures might have been more
.

.

effective. The'verbal statelnts provided by the.experimentei

were generated and normehy adults who, although thei were told
,

to create tilqtatements for a fifth grade audience, may have used
# . k

syntactic cogstructiolt which were too difficult for,fifth'graders.

i

It may have bee# more appropriate to request other fifth graders

to gene the verbal statements.

e subject-generated verbal strategy condition also could

/

haVe been molified in such a way to be more suitable. Perhaps
2

.the request to generate a "summary" was not a suitable verbal

ration instruction. A procedure which may be more appropriate

woUl be t. instruct the reader to question himself concerninT*Iat -

he has read. Preparation to test this treatment is cur ently

being considered.

44 5
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:

-A further modification of the present investigation yoUld
. .

linvolve &within-subjects d s gn, but. only with the imposed

stmtegies. In chä procedure, subjects would be presented with
4

illUstrations of so e portions of the text and verbal statements

corresponding to other portions, while some text uld not be

irelaborated This design woud permkt,ka,within-subjects comparison
..-4

pf the verb l 411c1 picto

time, determin

kmposed stkategies,yhile at the same

rcilitative effect for unelaborated text.

Such a design would'not be feasible for the induced ategies

because of the possibility of establishing competing mind Sets.

After complying with ipagery instructions, it may be unreasonable

to switch over to ve-ibalization instructions, ignoring trevious

imagery set.

A
To deal with the other main foCus of this research--Do rtaxi

1

and pictorial stragegies provide comparable facilitation?--aolsecond

study should be conducted in the same way as the present study

but with different kinds of passages. For instance, a passage.

could be selected and pilot-tested with excellent fifth-grade
;

readers to determine its comprehensibility. Once this was

established, the passage could be used in the same (or similar)

procedures used in the present investigation.

An alternate method would b, to select a passage similar to

those used by Rohwer, Levin, etc. In particular, Pressley's
. c

(in press) highly concrete narrative passage appears to 14./Nide
v

.

.

a very desirable point of departure. The degree of facilitation
,

116
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provided by imagery instructions and illustrations for passages' '

I

of this kind is.well documented, so that at the outset it will

be known that pictorial Will work. Parallel vez,ad\

strategies could then be compared tlo de:termine theik degre;315 of

.facilitation. This first step in determination of comparability

.
between the verbal and pictorial Modes could then get the-way for

further researcil. For,example% rAre different types of pagsages

facilitated more by one or-the other mode of elabSration? Do

children of different abilitytype respond more favorably to one

mode of elaboration '(vebal-Cr pictorial) thanire other? There

A

have already been some investigations into this area, the kesults

of which strongly suggest that soae children d9 eXhibit a preference
4

for one mode over the other.

In one of these studies (Mallory, 1972), Children from kiirer-

. garien and second grade were presented with a mixed pairedassociate

list in which items were resented in one of three Ways: (a) side-
s

by-side pictures acco..anied by an orally-presented sentence which

described an interaction.between the pictured ins (vekbal.elabo-
.

ration), (b) pictures 'In an interaction accompanied by their verbal

104

4

labels (pictorial elaboration), (c) side-by-side pictirs accompanied

by their verbal labels (control). Based on performance on this list,

subjects'who performed;best under pictorial elaboration were desig-

.0nated visualizers; subjects who perfcmed best under yerbal elabo-

ration were designated .as verbalizers. wehese subjects were subsequently

presented with homogeneous lists of pictures either pictorially or

L. 11.7
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verb1y elaborated. Stent with expectation verbalizerS
.., 4

, performed better on auditory-elaboration items than did visualizers,

. .
...

and visualizers performed better on pictorial-elaborati6n items'

s

than did verbalizers.
(

. ...-:2 .3, V
This investigation was extended by feilin, Divine-Hiwkins, Iteri,

sc-, ,
.

and Guttmann (1974) to.a oompariSon'between learner types in two

V
different'(though-related) tasks: pairecWassociate learning and

i

reading comprehensioni. Based,on a mixed list, half of which' was
2

pirres and half words, fourth graders were designated as being

good oroor picture-and/or word learners. Following, this, the

subjects were tested on/a reading cOmprehension task in which

half were instructed to read only, and half were instructed to

. image. Of thoSe instructed towea4 only, there was no significant

difference between the groups, 1While for the,imagery instruction

condition, the subjects who were good pictu e learners (and either

good or poor word learners) significantly utperformed poor picture

learners. A worthwhile investigatict in this area would be to

extend the Levin et al. (1974) study to include all of the elabora- .

tion strategies used in the current inVestigation. Such an

experiment would determine the iacilitation of both verbal strate-

gies for good word learners, as well as the facilitatia of illus-

trations for good picture learners.

One further potential line of inquiry would be to determine

;

if subject-generated elaboration works best for one type of reader,

41i

while experimenter-provided elaboration works best for another type

118
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cf reader. Recall that Levin (1973) has already dmonstrated oneH.
facet of this question: Poor readers with good vocabulary-skills

benefit from imagery instructions (induced) more than/Poor readers

,w).th poor vocabulary skillsOothile the latter group appearto

1 3
bknefit more from a pictorial presentation (imposeof the passage .

than does the former. Further research-is needed to determine

the facilitative effect of pictorial augmentation in contrast with .

pictorial representa0.onk, as well as tA differential facilita-
.

tive effects of induced and imposed verbal elaboration for

dtfferent ability groups. The line of inquiry"could. provide a

direct test of the model depicted in Figure 1 in which it is assumed

-
that low ability readers would benefit more from experimenter-

provided than from subject-generated elaboration.

This line of research would also enable us to determi

fasilitative effectS of imposed elaboration on peripheral

(
text

(teXt which is not elaborated). # If it Can be determined that

-illustrations or summaries of portions of the text facilitate recall

of therest-of the text, then future research can determine the ratio

of elaborated to unelaborated text sufficient for facilitation to

\
) occur in the same way that research on questions placement on text

% has been investigated by Frase, Rothkopf, and their associates.

Finally, if theOlines of inquiry are successful (that is,

if elaboration proves to be successful in practical reading

situations), progra)could focus on ways in whictisuch techniques

could be implemented into the classroom curriculum. What could be
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more appropriate than,:teaching children ways of iMproving ieir

memOry and comprehens'in? 'Such a step sbould be undertaken with

caution as Davi:dson (1970) has sa persuasively argued. But the

argument should not discourage us from trying such a venture ff-
.

ii seems feasible: Such a program might encompass bOth imposed

and induced components: , textboOk modifications in which illus-

trations and summaries could-serve to elaborate the text on the
,

one hand; and assistance to children in developing their own

diaborative strategies on the other.

V

4



Chapter ViI

SU

A
. Recent research into reading -comprehenialbn has demonstratecf

that subjects' memory for what they read can be enhanced using`

verbal and pictorial elaboration. the basis for these investi-

iations comes from associative-learning research,in which the

connection between pairs of pictures or words is facilitated

hy providing suitable elaborative learning strategies. Support

\)
for the facilitative effects of verbal and elaboration

is provided by Kerst and Levin (1973) in whichninè and ten year

olds were instructed either to look at, or generate pictures or

sentences depicting interactions between pairs of pictures.

Performance was facilitated by the elaSorative strategies, with
4.

41.11

no fference between strategies except that there was greater

vari ility among the-subject-generated strategies suggesting

to the authors that there exists greater individual differences

108

11
the ability to generate iacilitativy elaboration in comparison

to simply using provided elaboration.

The extension of these learning strategies to the investi-

gation of their affects on reading comprehension has been con-

r cerned mainly with pictorial elabora n which is subjlect-generated

(imagery) and experimenter-Provided ( trations). Extending

the results of,Kerst'and Levin (1973) rom associative learning

to reading comprehension, Levin (1973) deminstrated that children

121



,
who had good vocabulary skills, but poor reading 'dMprehenftion,

, 6

benefited from imagery instructions, whileshildren with.poor

abulary and reading comprehehsion.skills'tended to benefit,
4

LNN\'

Verbal elaboration applied to reading comprehension has not

from experimenter-provided illustiations.

developed out of associative-learning research' but, rather, h

been a separate area of investigation primarily into the effects

of questions plOted within the body of text. Rothkopf and. Bisbicos

(1967), for example,.h ve shown that periodic questions occurring ,

just after the segment o text to;iyhich they refer result in

learning notonly of material rred to by:the questions, but

also of materials not referre the, questions .

The present study was an a elVt-t6 extend the results of
4

Kerst and Levin's (1973) subject-generated and experimenter-

provided Verbal and pictorial elaboration; as w41t1 as Levin's

(1973) investigation of the differential facilitation due to

reader differences. Fifth graders read a social studies textbook

passage under one of four experimental conditions (subject-generated

or experimenter-provided, Verbal or pictorial,,elaboration) or

contirol. After data collection, subjects were divided into Above

or below average ability readeis. (based on standardized reading,

comprehension tests). The Prediction was that be/ow average

readers would benefit most from the elaborative strategies--

especially imposed pictures, where reading demands are. reduced--

122
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and that above-average readers might or might not benefit-from

the experimental treatments.

For the E-Picture condition, a main point of each paragraph

was illustrated by a line drawing. For the E -Verbal condition,

sentences were constructed that Corrbsponded to each of the

illustrations. Each passage was presented with one paragraph

on the left side of alage along with either its corresponding

Ilustration or verbal statement to the right. In the two

conditions in which subjects were to provide their own elabora-

tion (S-Picture and S-Verbal), either the word PICTURE or SENTENCE

appeared on the right side of the page. Fourteen short-answer

"Wh" questions were generated for each passage: seven corresponding

to elaboratedtext (that is, corresponding to text that was expli-

citly illustrated), seven corresponding to the remainder of the

text.

The words SENTENCE or PICTURE were cues to the subjects

respectively either to think of in theii own words what the

paragraph was about, or to get a'picture in their mind Corres-

,4
ponding to what the paragraph was About. Subjects in the two

. A
experimenter-provided elaboration conditions.were-told_to look

carefully at either the verbal statement or the illustration

because they would be reminders.of what the paragraph was about.

Alltsubjects were told that they wOuld be tested after reading

the paragraph and that the`elaboration.would help themremembe

the story. Subjects were tested-individually in a separate room

at the school.

123
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Based on scores obtained from standardized tests, group-

administered by the schools (Iowa Test of Basic Skills, and the

Metropolitan Achieveient Test), subjects were divided into two

groups--above and below grade level (which was 5.5).

Eor responses to both sets of questionsthosesiertaining
. /

to text which was elaborated, and those pertaining to text which

was not elaboratedplanned comparisons were performed to deter-

mine facilitation due to treatments and differential effects

lated to ability level. No analysis was performed comparing

directly, these two groups of questions because of the non-random

manner in which they were constructed.

Analysis of Elaborated Text Questions ,

.For the main effect comparisons between treatments rcontrol,

there was only one comparison which was'significantE-eictures

compared to the control. This finding has been consistently

supported by research; not only where passagehave been specially

constructed for the task (e.g., Rohwer,&- Matz, 1975; Lesgold,

McCromick, & Golinkbff, 1975), but also when passages were taken

from textbooks (GibbOna & BoutWell, 1972; Rasco, Tennyson, &

Boutwell, 1975), aid children's stories (Peeck, 1974).

In addition to the interest in the effects due to treatments,

it was also expected that there would be an interaction between
.

treatment and ability: The low ability group would benefit more

from provided illustrations than Would the high ability group.
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This was not found to be the case. In fact, both groups benefited

from illustrations by about the same amount compared to the Control.

Furthermore, two main effect contrasts sho4ed that E-Provided

elaboration was significantly more facilitative than S-Generated

elaboration: 'E-Picture versus S-Picture; E-Verbal versus S-Verbal.

If we consider the difficulty of the passage used in this study,

this finding is in agreement with the predicted relationship

between abilvity and task difficulty; namely, that as diffity

increases relative to ability, elaboration must be more imposed

in order to be facilitative.

alysis of Unelaborated Text Questions

Of the planned comparisons for questions oorresponding,to

unelaborated text, none were Significant. There was no facili-
s

tation for text,to which these questions referred. Failure to

obtain facilitation for unelaborted text may be due tothe fact

that such faCilitAtion (ifirough association with elaborated texi)

does not occur witkLte elaboration strategies used in the present

investigation (in co rast to facilitation found in adjunct question's

research), or the difficulty of the passage preveited thia finding

from being observed. A third alternative explanation may be the

way in which the questions were selected: Questions for the

unelaborated text were based on portions of text that may be

eonsidered peripheral to the main ideas of the passage.

Future research in this area should examine the Same (and
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similarrelaborative strategies with different t ssages

that may be more conducive to the experimental procedure. Such

passages may be lest difficult, be of the storybook variety, or

be specially constructed for the task so as to maximize the

opportunity to evaluate,and compare the various strategies.

Furthermore, an attempt could be made to select groups of children

whose ability level is considerably more disparate, thereby

enhancing the expected differential facilitation for the two groups.

Finally, other modes of individual differences could be investigated

under this task, such as the differential ability to benefit More .

frOm verbal or Pictorial elaboration. --

4.1
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APPENDIX h

TEST MATERIALS

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

a. Text \',

b. Adjunct Materials

WINNTE-THE-POOH
3

a. Text .

-

b. Adjunct Materials
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..THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
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(

The Industrial Revolution in 1733 brought

great changes in the ways goods were produced.

These changes came moth quickly and most strikingly

in the cloth industry. First, cloth making moved

from the home to the factory. Second, cotton cloth

took the place of wool as the most important textile

product of Britain.

120

4

After 1733, clothing making

,changed from being made by

hand to being made,in the

factory,

13
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SENTENCE
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In the seventeenth century, most Europeans

wore clothing made of wool.' Cotton was e pensive

and hard to get. This was because most o the

cotton cloth used in Britain was imported from

. India. Still, those who could afford it liked

clothing made of Indian cotton., As the demand

for cotton increased, a cotton cloth industry

began to grOw in Britain. After 1700, more raw

offis.

cotton became available. The American cdlonies

i the South began to grow large amounts of

cotton, using slaves as labor. This, in turn,

spurred the growth of the British cotton industry.

4,

_--/
corrON 2 oo

5

People preferred cotton c1o0,1
over wool clothing.,



At first, cotton workers usei the traditional

methods and Cbines of the wool makers. Wool cloth

had been made all over Britain for centuries. The
7

,)

threalwas spun and,woven into cloth in many homes
(

by the entire family. On market day, the farmer

took the,finished cloth to the nearest town to sell--

it. Wool cloth was an important part of most farmers'

Income.

The farmer took the wool cloth to 4

the city,
1
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Norall cloth making was done by individual

families. Spinning was a very slow Process. It

took about six spinners to produce enough yarn

to keep one weaver busy. In the villages, a ,

weaver often bought a large amount of raw wool

from nlighboring farmers. Then he went from house

to house in the village distributing the wool to

spinnAs. In return, he paid the spitri

small wage.

It takes six spinners to produce
enough yarn for a weaver to
make cloth.
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Traditional methods were used for:making'

&
cotton cloth, too. Then a series of inventions

made it possible for more cotton to'be produced

faster than ever before. The first of-these

was a simple bui important improvement in the

loom. Before we read.about this improvement,

let us review the traditional weaving method.
Nth was produced faster by
factory loom than by'hand loom.

14 0



Length-wise threads, called the warp, were

plated onpeloom. Even-numbered warp threads

were raised by pressing a foot pedal. Another

foot pedal raised the odd-numbered threadi. The

'shuttle was a needle-shaped piece of wood; with

a spool, of yarn inside it. It.was passed over

end, r the warp threads, leaving cross-wise

tOF,

threads, called the woof.

n a loom, crosswise threads from

a shuttle were passed over and

under the lengthwis. threads,
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In 1733, John Kay, a weaver, mechanic,
and

clockmaker, invented a new kind of
shuttle, called

a flying shuttle. The weaver no longer had to

pass the shuttle
back and forth by hand. weaver

using a flying
shuttle could weave a very wide

piece

of cloth rapidly. Gradually,
flying-shuttle looms

took the place of the old hand looms in cottages

and workshops
throughout England. However, weavets

did not like Kay's invention at the time.
They

rioted ind broke into his house,
destroying every-

thing in it. Fay was forced to flee to France.

AO 1650 S100 no 110 1
<1 t I I, i

1733

A ter 1733, wider cloth was
p duced,

j
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11INNIE-THE-POOH
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Once upon a time, a very long time ago now,

about last Friday, Winnie-the-Pooh lived in a

forest all by himself under the name of Sanders.

,146

winnie-the-Pooh was sitting

in front of his house in

the forest,
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One day when he was out walking,.he CAM to

an open place in the middle of the forest, and is

tbe middle of this place was a large oak-tree,

sad, from the t6p of the tree, there came a loud

busting-noise.

1110111111MmosamIllomaysmommINOMONIMMINs

When walking in the woods,

Pooh heard a buzzing-noise

in the trees,
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Winnie-the-Pooh sat down at the foot of the

tree, put his head between his paws and began to

think. First of all he said to himself: "That

buzzing-noise means something. You don't get a

buzzing-noise like that, just buzzing and buzz- -

ing, withoUt its meaning something. If there's

a buzzing-noise, somebody's making a buzzing-

noisel'and the only reason for making a buzzing-

noise that I know of is because you're a bee."

Pooh saw that the buzzing sound
was being made by bees.

.

0
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Then be thought another long time, and said:

"Ind the only reason'for being a bee that I knov

of is making honey." And then he got up, and

old: "And chconly reason for making honey I.

agisi:,1. can eat it." So'he began to climb tha

tree. Pooh thought about honey.

IINwapp.......0.1111MIalre.yr.m....malftumwmffmrwomrililme:mb
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He climbed and he climbed and he climbed, and

as he climbed he sang a little song to himself.

46

It went like this:1

Isn't it funny

Bow a bear likJ honey?

Buzz! Buzz! Buzz! Buzz!

I wonder why he does?

Then he climbed a little further and a

little further . . . and then just a little fur-

ther. By that time he had thought of another

song,

It's a very funnythought that, iflearsewerille,s,

,

They'd build their nests at.tha bottom,of trees.

d

And that being so (if the Bees yere,Bears)

is ,t,i

4
,We shouldn't have to climb up all tIlesit stirs

!evas getting rather tired by,h,isbtime,

tkat is why he sang a Complaining Sgagtie

. ;

póoh climbed ,the tree toy/Ards
.4 the begs ;

1

.
4

f ,t

,

-1

p.;

I 1,



10 VAS nearly there now; and if be just steed

on that branch . . Crack!

"Oh, help!" said Pooh, as he dropped ten

feet on the branch below him.

"If only I hadn't---" he said, as he

bounced twenty feet on to the next branch.

"You see, what I meant to do," he explained,

as he turned head-over-heels, anf crashed on to

another branch thtrty feet below, "what I must

to do----"

"Of course it was rather----" he admitted,

as he slithered very quickly through the next

six branches.

Pooh fell out of the tree.

4

0
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"It all pomes, I suppose," he decided; as he

said good-bye to the last branch spun round three .

0

times, and flew gracefully into a thorn bush," it

all comes of liking honey so much. Oh, help!"

He crawled out of the thorn bush, brushed the

k,prickles from his nose, and began 0 think again.

And the first person he thought of was Christopher

Lobin.

Pooh landed in a thorn bush,

1



APPENDIX B

TEST QUESTIONS FOR:

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

WINNIE-THE-POOH

.1
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THE INDUSTRIAL REVOL TION

1. What was produced differently
after the Industrial Revolution
in 1733?

2. Where did cloth making move
to from the home? 4

3. What type Of clothing did people
prefer most?

4. Where did large amounts of
cotton come from?

5. Where did farmers take their wool
cloth to sell?

6. Who spun and wove wool into
clothrin the British homes?

7. Who bought raw wool from
the farmers?

8. How many spinhers were
necessary to keep one
weaver busy?

9. What did the change from hand
looms to factory looms do to
the production of cloth?

10. What was the first thing that
was improved to increase the
speed of cloth production?

11. What passes over and under th
threads of the loom to produce,.
the crosswise weave of the cloth?

133
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12. How are the threads of the
loom raised and lowered?

13. After the Industrial Revolution
in 1733, what was different about
the cloth that was produced?

What didn't have to be dorKby
hand with the flying shuttle?
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WINNiE-THE-POOH ,

1. What was Winnie-the-Pooh's
last name?

2. Where was Pooh's house?

3. What sound did Pooh hear
in the treetops?

4. What was in the middle of
the open place in the forest?

5. What did Pooh do when he sat
down and put his head between
his paws?

6. What was making the buzzing
noise?

7. , What did the bees remind
Pooh .tat?

8. According to Pooh, what was
the only reaion for making
honey?

9. If bears were bees, where
would they build their nests?

10. What did Pooh do to get to
the honey?

11. What happened when Pooh was
nearly to the top of the tree?

12. While he was falling, what did
- Pooh think About the idea of

clitbing the tree?

13. Where did Pooh finally land?
40

14. Who did Pooh think of when'he
got out of the thorn bush?
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APPENDIX C

ELABOATION INSTRUCTIONS
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CONTROL

I want you to read,some stories. The first one is about Winnie-

the-Pooh. Read tthe story carefully because when you finish, going

to ask you some questions About it.
4(

For example, if you read a story about a man painting a dog house
0

,and I asked you wh't the man was doing, you would,say2"painting the dog

house."
,

Take as long as you need on each page, but when you turn a page,

you cannot go back.

Here's the second story. It's about the Industrial Revolution

and 'Cloth Production. Read it carefully because I'm going to ask you

questions about it.

16 4
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INSTRUCTIONS TO IMAGE

I want you to read some stories. To help you remember what the

stories are about, on each page there will be the word "PICTURE" which

will be a reminder to you to get a picture in your mind of the things

that are happening in the story. I want you to try hard to do this '6

because later I'llask you to answer some questions and draw some of

the pictures that you thought about.;

For example, if you read a story about a man painting a dog house,

you should get a picture of it in your mind. Tell me what your picture

is like. Good. Here's an example of what your picture might have

looked like. If I asked you a question about what the man was doing,

you Might recall the picture you thought About and said "painting the

dog house."

Take as long as you need o ach page but when you turn a page,

you cannot go back.

Here's the first story; t's about Winnie-the-PbOh._ Remember

to read the story carefully and get a picture in your mind for each

page. When you see the word "PICTURE" I want you to look up for a

few seconds so that I know you're getting a picture in your head.

,\
Here second stOFY; t's,about the Industrial Revolution and

Cloth Proid ction., Read it carefulIy,and get a picture in yoUr mind for
.'441

. .:V/4each page., /
43,.k
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INSTRUCTIONS TO SUMMARIZE

I want-4you to.read some stories. To help you remember what the

stories are about, on each page there will be the word "SENTENCE" which

will be a reminder to you to think of what the story is about in your
0

own words. I want you to try hard to do this because latar I'll ask

you to answer some questions and.tell me some of the sentences that

.you thought about.

For example, if you read a story about a man painting10,03pg

house, you should think Ofthat the story is about-in your own words.

Tell me"What you thought alOout: Good. Here's an example of what 5i9br

sentence Might have looked like. If I,asked you a question about

what the man was doing, you might rec r 11 the sentence you thought about

and said "painting the dog house."

Takras long as you need on each page but when you turn a page,

you cannot go back.

Here's the first story; it's about Winnie-the-Pooh. Remember to

read the story carefully and think of what it's about in your own words

for each page. When you see the word "SENTENCE" I want you to look

up for a few seconds so that I know you're thinking about what the

story is about.

Here's the second story; it's about the Industrial Revolution and

Cloth Production. Read it carefully and think of what its about in

l!Dur own words for each page.



EXPERIMENTER-PROVIDED ILLUSTRATION

I want you to read some stories. To help you remember what the

-
stories are about, on each page there will be a picture that reminds

139

you of some of the4 ngs that are in the story. I want you to look

at these pictures .earefully. Later I'll ask you to answer some questions

about the story.

For example, if you read a story about a man painting a dog house,

you would see this picture. If I asked you a question About what the

man was doing, you might have recalled the picture and said "painting

the dog house."

'Take as long as you need on each page but when you turn a page,

you cannot go back.

Here's the first story; it's about Winnie-the-Pooh. Remember to

read the story carefully and look at the picture on each page.

Here's the second story; it's about the-Industrial Revolution and

Cloth Production. Read it carefully and look at the picture on each

page.

167
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EXPERIMENTER-PROVIDECI SUMMARY

'',',.I want you to read's9me stories'. To help'yetifemeMbtitt, 4iat,
(

_ stories are about, on each age there Will'be a sehtencetthat

l
A

lads.

you of some of the things t at are in the story. I waneyou to look

at these sentences carefully. Later I'll a.(.;k you to ansWeesome que8,-

tions about the story.

For example, if you read a story about a man painting a dog house,

you Would see this sentence.. If I asked you a question about what the

man was doi , you might have recalled the sentence and said "painting

the dog h

Take as long as you need on each page but when you turn a page,

you Cannot go badk.

Here's the first story; it's about Winnie-the-Pooh. Remember to

read the story carefully and look at the sentence on each page.

Here's thesecond story; it's about the Industrial Revolution and

Cloth Production. Read it carefully and look at the sentence on each

page.
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